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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet has shown an explosive growth the last few years. The

online population, in 2000, was more than 3,000 times the number of

people who were online in 1993. The number of Internet users in 2000

was more than 304 million [21]. Moreover, there is no evidence pointing

towards a decrease of the Internet growth since then. There is a great

potential for new Internet users in areas like India and China, which

are quickly coming online. The increasing number of Internet users is

followed by an increase in Internet applications. New business areas

are coming online, and this leads to new types of Internet applications.

Some of these, like realtime traffic or streaming, make new demands of

the Internet. The Internet is becoming a tool for more and more people

in their work and everyday life.

The main reason why the Internet has shown to be so popular may be its

simplicity. The Internet provides a simple best effort service [31]. The

agreement between the application and the Internet is that the Internet

will do its best to get the packets (a packet is the smallest, and main,

data unit of transport in the Internet) delivered. However, there are no

guarantees. This means that the communication between the sender

and receiver application must consider this besteffort service. The re

sponsibility of a reliable transmission lies with the applications or the

protocols used by the application. One way to ensure a reliable commu

nication is to send a “ACK”, or acknowledgement, back to the sender to

tell it that you have received the message. We will look in to this further
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when we discuss TCP, which is a protocol that uses this technique.

The most routers (a router is a communication centre that receives and

forwards packets in the Internet) implement the besteffort service by

FIFOqueuing (FirstInFirstOut) and a droptail policy [31]. FIFO queuing

means that the routers serve the packets as they come in. The first to

come in is the first to be served. They don’t favour any type of traffic

before another (at least not in its simplest form). If the buffer (or packet

storage) of a router becomes full, and there are still packets coming in,

the router drops the latest packets, or the “tail”, whiteout any warning

to the sender. This is the droptail policy. To drop a packet means that

the router ignores the signals coming in on the interface, with the con

sequence that the packet doesn’t physically exists anymore and is gone.

Another buffer policy that is gaining popularity is the RED policy, or

"Random Early Detection" policy. RED [31] starts to throw packets be

fore the buffer is full. When a threshold is exceeded RED starts to throw

packets by a varying probability, and the fuller the buffer gets the higher

chance a packet has to be thrown by RED. This is done so that TCP and

other protocols should get an early warning on congestion. When TCP

doesn’t get an ACK for the thrown away packet, it backs of. With RED,

it backs of before congestion has occurred. RED can also be extended

to give low priority packets a higher chance of being thrown than the

higher prioritised packets. If the different priority levels have different

thresholds, it is more likely that a high priority packet will successfully

pass through the router using RED than the one using droptail.

If a high traffic load continues, we will have a network with much traffic

but little throughput (the amount of correct information received) and

even less goodput (the amount of useful information received). A packet

flow from one application to another can travel along its path through

the Internet, but at the last router before its destination, it might be

thrown away due to insufficient buffer space in the router. The same

flow might have caused other packets to be thrown away earlier on its

path. In this situation, many senders have sent but few receivers re

ceived. This area in the Internet will suffer from a congestion collapse.

A congestion collapse is like the situation described above; the nodes

in the network are working but the result is minimal. To avoid this,

the senders have to respond to congestion by reducing the traffic load

presented to the network. They have to perform congestion control.
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When a congestion control mechanism is implemented, it also makes

the Internet highly scalable. If a new sender starts to use an already

heavily used link, the present senders will reduce their traffic to make

room for the new one. The widely used TCP (Transmission Control Pro

tocol) [33, 24] protocol provides us with one solution, which we will look

into later. Examples of other protocols with such a mechanism are SCTP

(“Stream Control Transmission Protocol”) [41, 28], which offers func

tions critical for telephony signalling transport, and DCCP (“Datagram

Congestion Control Protocol”) [23], which is intended for applications

with timing constraints on data delivery and congestion control (for ex

ample Internet telephony and streaming applications).

TCP is providing us with one solution used by many. However, the TCP

protocol only supports the applications that need a reliable communic

ation (all the packets received with correct data). As stated above, the

Internet is transporting a wide variety of applications. A group of applic

ations that are becoming popular are the realtime or streaming applic

ations. According to [21] more than 3,700 radio and television stations

around the world were streaming audio and video on the Internet, in

2000. Of this, 308 radio stations only broadcasted on the Internet. Real

Network has developed RealPlayer, which is one of the most popular ap

plications for watching video on the Internet (alongside with Windows

Media Player and Apple QuickTime Player). RealNetwork broadcasted,

using their RealSystem technology, over 350,000 hours of live sports,

music, news and entertainment every week [21]. Streaming applications,

like those mentioned above will not prefer TCP as their communication

protocol. They want packets receiving regularly (low jitter) and fast (low

latency). Nevertheless, many accept TCP as a fallback option.

We could simply send our packets with a steady rate and without any

congestion control mechanism to achieve low jitter and latency. How

ever, if there is a congested router somewhere in our path, the receiver

would not get the packets at all, and we could not help on the situation.

Another point is that we have to let the TCP traffic have its share of the

capacity of the Internet. TCP traffic is a great percentage of the over

all traffic in the Internet, and we cannot push all that traffic aside. In

addition, if the TCP traffic is thrown away because of congestion, it is

retransmitted (see “Congestion Control in TCP” below). This means that

the TCP traffic comes back to the congested point, and the situation is
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no better than it was before.

All the considerations above are our motivation to study the congestion

control in the multicast domain. This is an ongoing research area, and

we will not try to reinvent the wheel, but focus on the consequences of

the techniques already invented.

1.1 Multicast

There are several ways to communicate. We talk of four types: unicast,

anycast, multicast and broadcast.

• Unicast is what we mostly use on the Internet to day. It is commu

nication from one to one.

• Anycast is currently a rarely used form of communication. Here

one talks to at least one, but the sender does not care whom it is

talking to, as long as there is one. Anycast is currently not suppor

ted in IPv4 but IPv6 adds IPlevel support for this.

• Multicast is a communication from one to many. The many are

called a group, and in practice, the one can talk to several groups.

We could also see cases where many are talking to many. Multicast

is the form of communication we will be concerned about in this

project.

• Broadcast is what TV and radio usually use to communicate. Broad

cast is communication from one to all. Everybody is getting the

information whether it is interested or not. For obvious reasons

broadcasting are not used on the Internet. To send out inform

ation to all the receivers connected to the Internet is not a good

idea.

We can discuss whether we have four different types of communication

or not. It could be argued that all is multicast. That unicast is just mul

ticast with a group of one and broadcast is multicast with the group of
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all. However, in practice it is useful to keep these apart. The implement

ations of these four cases present very different problems, and to have

one protocol to serve all will probably be neither efficient nor useful.

1.2 Congestion Control in TCP

TCP is a protocol for providing reliable traffic over a besteffort IP (In

ternet Protocol) network [31]. TCP has a sender side and a receiver side.

When the receiver receives a packet, or a series of packets, it sends back

an ACK (acknowledgment). The ACK is a packet that shows the sender

that these packets are correctly received. If an ACK is received with in

formation indicating a packet loss or not received at all, this is taken as

a warning of congestion.

If congestion is suspected, TCP starts its congestion control mechan

isms. This mainly causes the sending rate to be cut in half, by decreas

ing the number of packets sent per round trip time by 50 percent. This

policy is called multiplicative decrease. It is accompanied by the additive

increase policy. Additive increase means that for every round trip time

without packet loss/congestion, TCP increases the number of packets

sent per round trip time by one.

Another congestion control mechanism provided by TCP is the timeout

function. If an expected ACK isn’t received within a specific amount of

time, it causes a timer to go off. TCP then tries to send the last unac

knowledged packet again. The period between two retries is exponen

tially increasing. It only ends when the receiver successfully acknow

ledges the packet or the period between two retries gets too long and

the application gets an error message from TCP.

These mechanisms result in fair sharing of bandwidth among equal TCP

flows in the Internet, and avoids widespread congestion collapse. By

equal TCP flows, we mean flows with similar RTT and packet size. Since

the increase of the sender window is done when an ACK is received,

flows with shorter RTT will increase their window faster. The same in
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different will become visible between flows with different packet size.

The flow with the biggest packet size will increase its send rate, meas

ured in bytes, faster than the other flows even with equal RTTs.

1.3 Congestion Control outside TCP

The TCP protocol is not suitable for all applications. Streaming applica

tions for instance, don’t want to half their send rate when congestion is

detected. These applications strive to maintain a steady send rate and

predictable arrival times for their packets. The congestion control done

by these applications has previously been poor or none existing.

Applications without any congestion control will potentially be harmful

for other business critical traffic. It is therefore likely that such applica

tions will be band in the local network of big companies. It is also pos

sible that the routers of the future will begin to demand that the applic

ations perform congestion control. As routers grow more complex, they

may preferably drop packets of noncongestioncontrolapplications be

fore packets from TCP streams. In such cases congestion control will,

in addition to be kind to the fellow flows, also become selfserving. It is

efficient not only because you avoid the punishment of dropped packets.

Congestion control does not just restrain the application stream. It also

optimises the streams such that the applications always get the highest

bandwidth available at any given time.

1.4 Multicast Congestion Control

Now we take a step towards one of the core elements of this assignment,

multicast congestion control. Since multicast streaming of the kind we

will look at here is running outside TCP, these sessions have to imple

ment an own congestion control mechanism. They are running outside

of TCP first because TCP doesn’t support multicast. Second because of

the drastic measures TCP uses when congestion is detected.
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Since TCP has set the standard for congestion control, we call applica

tions that sends with a rate lower or equal to TCP for TCPfriendly [15].

A more exact definition of TCPfriendliness in the case of multicast, is:

“A multicast flow is acceptable if it achieves no greater medium

term throughput to any receiver in the multicast group than

would be achieved by a TCP flow between the multicast sender

and that receiver.”

Jörg Widmer, Mark Handley [44]

This criterion may be a little bit harsh on the multicast sessions. It

doesn’t take into account the reduced traffic load that multicast gives,

that TCP doesn’t.

There are two ways of achieving TCPfriendliness. One sends with one

rate to all its users, using the slowest receiver as a benchmark [44, 7, 39,

35]. The other uses a layered multicast scheme so the receivers can vary

the received send rate [26, 4].

1.4.1 Single rate multicast congestion control schemes

The first class of TCPfriendly multicast is the single rate class [44, 7, 39,

25, 35]. Here the whole group receives the same data at the same rate. To

obtain the TCPfriendly criteria, we can’t send at a higher rate than the

slowest receiver can. In that way, no receiver would receive at a higher

rate than it would with a TCP connection. A problem that immediately

springs to mind is the socalled droptozero [39]. A receiver with a very

slow or unstable connection will inflict severely on the performance of

the other receivers. Moreover, a hostile user joining the multicast group

can easily drive the send rate to zero. A common solution is to control

the loss rate of the receivers against a threshold. If a receiver exceeds

this threshold, it must unsubscribe from the multicast group.

Within the single rate class, we can divide the applications into two

groups. One group imitates the window based congestion control in
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TCP. The other uses an equation based on the longterm throughput of

TCP to set the send rate.

Multicast window based congestion control

They keep a congestion window that instructs how many packets to send

before receiving an ACK. This window gets smaller in times of conges

tion, and bigger when no loss is detected. This approach can be either

sender driven or receiver driven. With the receiver driven window based

approach, every receiver (or every receiver group) reports back its win

dow. The sender then adjusts its window to the smallest of the receiver

windows (receiver groups window). This approach is more scalable than

the sender driven, window based approach, because the computation of

the windowsize lies on the receivers.

Multicast Equation Based Congestion Control

Second of the two subgroups of single rate TCP friendly congestion con

trol, is equation based congestion control. In equation based congestion

control, the decision of how much bandwidth to consume is taken based

on a control equation [44, 7, 39, 25]. This control equation takes into ac

count the measured RTT (Round Trip Time) and packet loss. Again, there

are two ways; one is to let the sender compute the send rate (sender

driven). The other is receiver driven where the receivers compute the ac

ceptable send rate from the sender to it self, and then report the result

back to the sender.

Some problems are added when you move from the unicast to the mul

ticast domain. The first is the feedback procedure [44, 7]. In unicast, you

only have one receiver to maintain, so feedback is sent from the receiver

to the sender without any thought on extra network load. However, if

every receiver in a large multicast group sends feedback to the sender,

the network load will increase drastically, and the sender will be flooded

with feedback packets.
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If there are restrictions on when and how often a receiver can send

feedback, then an additional problem surfaces; the measurement of the

Round Trip Time. One solution is to first establish an initial measure

ment. After this is done, the receivers can register changes in the RTT,

by looking at the arrival time and the packets timestamp (i.e. measuring

the won way delay) [44]. Other solutions are also possible.

1.4.2 Layered multicast congestion control schemes

The second class of TCPfriendly multicast congestion control, assumes

that the data stream can be divided into multiple layers of different qual

ity. The receivers can then subscribe to different groups for the different

layers. The more groups a receiver subscribes to, the higher the send

rate and the quality gets. If a receiver detects too much loss, it reduces

its number of layers.

A subgroup of the layered schemes doesn’t divide the data into layers

as described above. Instead, they send all necessary data needed on

each level. This means that instead of subscribing to all the layers to re

ceive the highest quality, a receiver only need to subscribe to the highest

level. Even though this gives the impression of a simpler scheme, it is

more bandwidth consuming. The same information passes trough the

same link as many times as there are layers transmitted. This may cause

bandwidth competition between the layers.

The layered schemes are eating away more multicast addresses. Each

stream needs as many addresses as there are layers. If an address al

location scheme is used, the layered multicast protocol may not get

enough addresses to all its layers. If addresses are chosen randomly

by the layered multicast protocol at startup, the risk of using an ad

dress already used by another multicast group (corrupting the layer and

possibly the whole data stream) becomes greater.

Layered based schemes can offer a more individual tuning of the per

ceived quality. The capacity of the data path of the individual receivers
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is the limiting factor of the allowed layers, thus the quality.

1.5 Sorting the receivers

To achieve a more efficient distribution of the data from the multicast

group, we sort its receiving members into receiver groups. The sort

ing usually takes network conditions, distance from the source and the

proximity of other receivers into account. In this way, we try to sort all

the receivers that share a bottleneck into the same receiver group.

Bye using these receiver groups in the TCPfriendly protocols we try to

reduce the total amount of feedback from the multicast group. Since the

groups share similar network conditions, we only need feedback from

each group instead of each receiver and we will be able to reduce the

overhead inflicted on the network by the multicast group.

This project will look at the special case where we have one sender and

receivers that are sorted into several receiver groups. At least one of

these groups is located behind one or more low bandwidth link, thus

having a much larger average RTT than the rest of the receiver groups.

A real world scenario could be one sender and several receiver groups in

northern Europe and at least one receiver group in the forest of Indone

sia.

The questions we are trying to answer are; how is TCPfriendliness go

ing to affect throughput, and: will several distinct multicast sessions be

better than one?

We will use simulation to produce data, and use those data to better

understand the consequences of TCPfriendliness in the described situ

ation.



Chapter 2

TCP congestion control

TCP congestion control is the most widespread congestion control mech

anism on the Internet today. TCP (including the congestion control

mechanism) has been used and studied in real use by many researchers

and is therefore the most tuned protocol in Internet. New mechanisms

are therefore comparing their results (send rate and throughput) with

those of the TCP protocol.

In this chapter, we will explain TCP congestion control in a more thor

ough manner. In the end, we will introduce some other mechanisms of

congestion control.

2.1 Transmission Control Protocol

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is an endtoend, reliable, connection

oriented, communication protocol. This means that TCP communicates

between the end users (and not with the routers). It supplies the user

with a communication without loss or other discrepancies in the data

stream (such as out of order and duplicate data). That TCP is connection

oriented means that it sets up a path between the sender and receiver

before sending any data.
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2.1.1 Sliding window

The main instrument of TCP is its sliding window. Both sender and re

ceiver maintain a sliding window [31]. Every window has a size. At the

sender side, the size is what dictates the send rate. The receiver win

dows size is set to the number of packets allowed in buffer (the receiver

mechanism’s buffer size).

The senders sliding window is filled by the number of packets in flight

(unacknowledged packets) at any given time. If the maximum number

of packets is sent, the sender window is full. When a data packet is ac

knowledged (the number of packets in flight is reduced) there is room

for one more packet in the window and the sender transmits one packet.

The whole point of this is to hold the window full at all times until there

is no more data to be sent.

The receivers sliding window is filled by packets in buffer (packets out of

order that has not yet been acknowledged). All packets has a sequence

number witch indicates witch place they should have in the resulting

data stream. If the last packet acknowledged had sequence number 5

and the receiver receives sequence number 7,8 and 9 (6 is missing) these

are buffered and the receiver windows free space are reduced by these

packets. When the packet with sequence number 6 is received, the win

dow is freed of three packets (7,8 and 9). Then a cumulative ACK for

6,7,8 and 9 are sent to tell the sender that these are all received.

Receiving packets are complicated by the fact that packets can be cor

rupted on their way from the sender to the receiver. TCP should not

accept/acknowledge corrupted packets. Checksums and redundant data

are used to detect such packets.

The free space of the receiver window is in TCP called the advertised

window. This value is made available to the sender side of the protocol

in the “advertised window” field in the TCP header. The free space of

the receiver side, sliding window is necessary to perform flow control.

The purpose of flow control is to prevent the sender from overflowing
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the receiver. It is not good use of the network resources to send packets

trough the network just so they can be discarded at the receiver because

of lack of buffer space. Therefore, even if the congestion control (which

are discussed later) allows a high send rate, the sender can’t go above

the send rate dictated by the flow control mechanism.

2.1.2 Timeouts and retransmissions

To ensure a reliable communication TCP must also take into account

that ACKs also can be discarded or corrupted and that links can fail.

This is why the sender starts a timer when packets are sent. If no ACK

is received before the timer goes off, it is taken as a sign of congestion

and actions are taken accordingly. However, a lack of ACK is not a sure

sign of congestion. The data packet or the ACK packet could have been

discarded of other reasons. The packet could for instance have failed

a checksum test at the sender or any of the routers/switches along the

path. Nevertheless, TCP take a missing ACK, as a sign of congestion to

be sure not to contribute to a congested situation if that is what it is

happened to be. To ensure the reliability of the protocol, TCP retrans

mits the packets from (but not including) the last acknowledged packet.

The actions taken because of congestion are discussed in the congestion

control section below).

When the respective packets are retransmitted, the timer is started again.

However, this time the timer is set to twice as much as the privies value.

This way the timeout period are exponentially increasing. This is called

exponential back off, and was not part of the original TCP specification.

The timer in the timeout method is set according to the RTT between

the two participants. The RTT is unfortunately not trivial to obtain. This

problem is discussed in the adaptive retransmission section below.
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2.1.3 Adaptive retransmission

The RTT is the basic figure in the timeout computation. If the timeout is

too soon, we might retransmit packets whose AKCs are under way (but

not yet reach the sender). This will increase the overhead traffic in the

network. If TCP is waiting too long before timing out, the delay and jitter

experienced by the receiver will be unnecessary high.

Since the Internet holds a vast amount of hosttohost connections, and

since the RTT changes with the changing network conditions, it is not

possible to maintain a list of all RTTs in Internet.

When studying the algorithms described here, one should bare in mind

that even the best algorithm is only as good as the clock used to read

the current time. On a typical Berkeley Unix implementation, the clock

granularity is as large as 500 ms, which is significantly larger than av

erage crosscountry (USA) RTT of somewhere between 100 and 200 ms

[31].

Original algorithm

This is the algorithm described in the original TCP specification. The

idea is to keep a running average of the RTT and then to compute the

timeout as a function of the RTT [31]. Whenever TCP sends a data

packet, it records the time. When an ACK for that packet is received,

TCP reads the timer again. The difference between these two recordings

is a RTT sample . This sample is then weighed against the earlier samples

trough a weighted average filter:

RTT estimate = αRTTestimate + (1−α)RTT sample (2.1)

Here α (0 < α < 1) indicate how much weight (in percent) is put on

the RTT sample, measured against the existing RTT estimate. If a high per

centage is put on the RTT sample (low α), the resulting estimate will be

heavily influenced by temporary fluctuations in network conditions. If

percentage is favouring the existing RTT sample (a high α), the resulting

estimate will be stable but perhaps not quick enough to adapt to real
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changes. The original TCP specification recommended a setting of α

between 0.8 and 0.9.

After a RTT estimate is obtained, the timeout is set to:

timeout = 2RTT estimate (2.2)

Karn/Partridge algorithm

After several years of use on the Internet, a rather obvious flaw was

discovered in the original algorithm. ACKs are not confirming a trans

mission but rather that the data is received. When a packet is lost, it is

retransmitted. However, when TCP eventually receives an ACK, it does

not know which transmission to associate it with, the original transmis

sion or the retransmission. TCP might record a wrong RTT sample as

shown on the figure [See page 391 of [31]].

The solution offered by the Karn/Partridge algorithm (after the two in

ventors) is just to take samples from packets that are sent once and

only once. When a packet is retransmitted by TCP, the RTT sampling

is cancelled. Karn and Partridge were also the once who introduced the

exponential back off of the retransmission.

Jacobson/Karels algorithm

The main problem with the original computation is that it does not take

the variance of the sample RTTs into account. What Jacobson and Karels

does, is basically to use the variance in the RTT samples as a indica

tion of how much TCP can trust the RTT estimate. If variation among

samples is small, then the RTT estimate can be trusted and there is no

reason for multiplying this estimate by 2 to compute the timeout. On

the other hand, a large variance in the sample suggests that the timeout

value should not be too tightly coupled to the RTT estimate.
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In the Jacobson/Karels algorithm the samples are collected as before,

but the timeout are computed differently:

Difference = RTT sample − RTT estimate (2.3)

RTT estimate = RTTestimate + (δDifference) (2.4)

Deviation = Deviation + δ(|Difference| −Deviation) (2.5)

where the δ is a fraction between 0 and 1. The final timeout computa

tion, using the RTT estimate and the deviation above, is as follows:

timeout = µRTT estimate +φDeviation (2.6)

where based on experience, µ is typically set to 1 and φ is set to 4.

Thus, when variance is small, the timeout is close to RTT estimate. The

Deviation will dominate the calculation if variance is large.

2.1.4 Connection establishment and termination

Since TCP is connectionoriented (TCP operates on a logical link between

the to communicators), it means that an explicit connection establish

ment phase during which the two sides of the communication agree to

exchange data with each other is needed. Both the sender and the re

ceiver must inform the other on which sequence number the first packet

will have (this is a random number to prevent that two incarnations of

the same connection reuse the same sequence number to soon).

The technique used for both establishment and teardown of a connec

tion is called threeway handshake. The threeway handshake is the least

amount of messages necessary for both parties to know that there set of

information is received by the other party. On setup, the information is

the initial sequence number and for termination, it is the ACK of the last

packet of the communication. For communication setup the first packet

is from the active participant (client) and contains the sequence number

X. The passive participant (server) then answers with its own sequence

number and ACKs the sequence number of the client. The third, and

last, message is the client ACKing the sequence number of the server.

Now, both the participants have enough information to start the com

munication. The participants no longer need to be passive and active.
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It is just used in the threeway handshake. Both parties can initiate the

termination, where the initial sequence number is substituted with the

sequence number of the last packet of the communication.

2.2 TCP congestion control

TCP congestion control [31, 24] was introduced into the Internet in the

late 1980’s by Van Jacobson. TCP with its underlying IP protocol had

been in use in roughly eight years. Immediately preceding the intro

duction of the congestion control mechanism, the Internet was suffer

ing from congestion collapse. Hosts would send their packets into the

Internet as fast as the advertised window/receivers capacity would al

low. Some routers along the path would fill up its input queue, causing

incoming packets to be dropped. After a wile the hosts time out and

retransmits their packets, resulting in even more congestion.

TCP congestion control is built on the idea that each source determines

how much capacity is available in the network, so it knows how many

packets it can safely have in transit [31]. Once a given source has this

many packets in transit, it uses the arrival of an ACK as a sign that one

(or more in the case of cumulative ACK) packet has left the network, and

that it is therefore safe to insert a new packet into the network without

adding to the level of congestion.

Determining the available capacity is not easy. To find this capacity, the

source must test the network by trying to send packets into the network.

The only sign a source has to guide by is the ACKs coming from the

receiver. These ACKs are acknowledging correct received data. A lack of

ACK can on the other hand mean a variety of things:

1. The packet is delayed for some reason. This may happen if the

packet has been rerouted along a longer path because of a link fail

ure or other reasons.

2. The packet is lost because of a link failure.
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3. The packet is discarded by the receiver or a router because it was

corrupted (i.e. a checksum test failed).

4. The packet was discarded by a router because the input queue was

full (congestion).

The source has no way of knowing which of these scenarios that actually

has occurred. To be sure not to contribute to a possible congestion, a

lack of ACK is seen as a sign of congestion (that the network capacity is

overstretched).

To make the situation worse, the network capacity is constantly chan

ging. As other connections come and go (or get more or less rate intens

ive) the network capacity available for the source in question is changing.

Any given source must therefore be able to adjust the number of pack

ets it has in transit.

In this section, we will present the different mechanisms that make the

TCP congestion control.

2.2.1 Additive increase/Multiplicative decrease

TCPs congestion control mechanism adds another sliding window. This

window is called “congestion window” and is a sender side window. The

congestion window is a sender side limit on the amount of data the

sender can transmit into the network before receiving an acknowledge

ment (ACK), while the receiver’s advertised window is a receiver side

limit on the amount of outstanding data [24]. The minimum of these two

windows is the maximum sender side, sliding window size. Intuitively,

this makes sense. The sender window (the amount of data in transit)

can’t be bigger than what the receiver can take (the advertised window).

It can also not be bigger than what the network can take without being

congested (which is governed by the congestion window).
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The congestion window is set and adjusted by the source based on the

level of congestion it perceives to exist in the network [31]. The mech

anism for adjusting the congestion window is called the “additive in

crease/multiplicative decrease”. The reason for this name will be appar

ent when we now will take a closer look at this mechanism.

Each time a timeout occurs, the source sets the size of the congestion

window to half of its previous value [31]. This halves the send rate so

that whenever the source suspects congestion, it halves the amount of

data sent into the network. This multiplication by half of the congestion

window size is the “multiplicative decrease” part of the mechanism. If

more congestion is suspected (another timeout period passes without

ACKs) the halving continuous until the congestion window reaches the

value of one.

To make use of available capacity, TCP uses the “additive increase” part

of the mechanism [31]. Every time the source successfully sends packets

equal to the congestion window size, it increases the congestion window

size by the size of the maximum segment size (MSS) (the size of one

packet). If no trouble accurse along the path, one round trip time (RTT)

passes before the source receives the ACK. Therefore TCP increases the

congestion window size with one packet every RTT without congestion.

When implemented, TCP does not wait a whole RTT to increase its con

gestion window size. Instead, it increases it with a fraction every time a

packet is successfully acknowledged. The size of the congestion window

(CW) are increased as follows [31, 24]:

CW = CW+MSS ∗ MSS
CW

(2.7)

A plot of the current congestion window size as a function of time,

would repeatedly show a slowly rise and a drastic drop. This gives the

sawtooth pattern that is characteristic for TCP.
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2.2.2 Slow start

The additive increase mechanism is the right approach to use when the

source is operating close to the available capacity of the network. How

ever, it takes too long to ramp up a connection when it is starting from

scratch. TCP therefore provides a second mechanism called “slow start”

[31, 24] that is used to increase the size of the congestion window rap

idly. Slow start effectively increases the congestion window exponen

tially rather than linearly.

When a connection is established, the congestion window is set to one

packet. When that packet is sent and the ACK received, TCP adds one

packet to the congestion window. Then two packets are sent and the

congestion window is doubled again when the ACKs are received. For

every ACK TCP receives in slow start, the congestion window is increased

by one packet. The result is that TCP doubles the number of packets it

has in transit every RTT (it takes one RTT before the ACK from a given

packet is received).

The name “slow start” may be a little peculiar if not put in to a historical

context [31]. Slow start did not replace the additive increase mechan

ism, but rather a more ruthless method. Before slow start, TCP sent as

many packets as the advertised window allowed. This caused a burst of

packets to traverse trough the network. Even though the network had

a large amount of bandwidth available, it might not handle the bursty

traffic. Slow start was therefore designed to space out packets to avoid

these bursts. In this context, slow start seems as an appropriate name.

2.2.3 Fast retransmit

The Fast retransmit method [31, 24] was not a part of the original TCP

congestion control mechanism. It was added to prevent the long time of

silence that occurs when TCP waits for a timeout so it can start rebuild

ing the congestion window.
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When packets are received out of order, TCP are not able to acknow

ledge the received packets before all packets are received. This means

that if a packet is lost, TCP will not acknowledge any of the packets with

higher sequence number than the lost packet. TCP goes dead waiting

for a timeout. Fast retransmit changes this. With fast retransmit, every

received packet triggers an ACK. If packets are received out of order,

fast retransmit acknowledge the last inorder packet received even do

this packet is acknowledged before. This results in duplicate ACKs at

the sender. When the sender sees a duplicate ACK, it knows that the

other side must have received a packet out of order, which suggests that

an earlier packet might have been lost. Since it is also possible that

the earlier packet has only been delayed rather than lost, the sender

waits until it sees some number of duplicate ACKs and then retransmits

what seems to be the missing packet. In current implementations, three

duplicate ACKs (four with the original ACK) must bee seen by the TCP

sender to cause a retransmit [24].

This technique is able to eliminate about half of the timeouts on a typical

TCP connection, resulting in roughly a 20 percent improvement in the

throughput over what could otherwise be achieved [31]. However, the

fast retransmit strategy does not eliminate all timeouts. This is because

for a small window size, there will not be enough packets in transit to

cause enough duplicate ACKs to be delivered.

2.2.4 fast recovery

Fast recovery [31, 24] was added to TCP congestion control to elimin

ate the slow start phase that happens between when fast retransmit

detects a lost packet and additive increase begins. When the fast re

transmit mechanism signals congestion, an implementation without the

fast recovery, would drop the congestion window all the way back to one

packet and run slowstart. Fast recovery on the other hand will use the

ACKs that are still in the pipe to clock the sending of packets.

The reason for not performing slow start is that the receipt of the du

plicate ACKs not only indicates that a packet has been lost, but also that
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packets are leaving the network. In other words, since the receiver can

only generate a duplicate ACK when a packet has arrived, that packet

has left the network and is no longer consuming network resources.

Fast recovery simply cuts the size of the congestion window in half and

continues running additive increase. Slow start is only used at the begin

ning of a connection and whenever a timeout occurs. At all other times,

the congestion window is following a pure additive increase/multiplicative

decrease pattern.

2.3 Congestion avoidance

TCP tries to control the situation when congestion occurs. In fact, TCP

deliberately cases congestion to find the capacity of the network. Other

approaches try to prevent congestion from happening. Some of does are

presented here in this section.

2.3.1 Random early detection

Random Early Detection (RED) [31] is a mechanism that is situated in the

routers. Every RED router monitors its own queue. If the average queue

length is high, the router starts to throw packets with a certain probab

ility. The probability that an incoming packet is dropped is increasing

with the routers measured average queue length.

To drop packets unnecessary might seem as a contradiction to what the

general idea of network communication is, namely optimise the through

put. RED is designed to work with TCP senders to reduce the traffic load

before congestion is reached. By dropping one packet of a certain TCP

connection, when congestion is about to build up, will result in a timeout

or enough duplicate ACKs. This will in turn cause the source of that

communication stream to reduce its congestion window. RED tries to

imitate congestion in a way that causes a TCP sender to reduce its send

rate but at the same time are able to keep running (with the help of fast
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retransmit and fast recovery).

To monitor the level of congestion, RED uses the average queue length.

The reason of using the average rather than the instantaneous queue

length is that it more accurately captures the notion of congestion. Be

cause of the bursty nature of Internet traffic, queues can become full

very quickly and then become empty again. If a queue is spending most

of its time empty, then it is probably not appropriate to conclude that

the router is congested. By using a weighted running average as a low

pass filter, RED is trying to detect longlived congestion. The actual cal

culation is as follows:

Qlengthaverage = (1−w)∗Qlengthaverage +w ∗Qlengthsample (2.8)

Here w is the weight and has a value between 0 and 1. Qlengthsample is

the length of the queue when a sample measurement is made. In most

software implementations, the queue length is measured every time a

new packet arrives at the gateway. In hardware, it might be calculated at

some fixed sampling interval.

To decide if the incoming packet should be dropped or buffered, RED

has to thresholds. Red compares the average queue length with a min

imum threshold (tmin) and a maximum threshold (tmax ) and take action

according to the following rules:

• Qlengthaverage ≤ tmin queue the packet.

• tmin < Qlengthaverage < tmax calculate the drop probability P

drop the arriving packet with probability P

• tmax ≤ Qlengthaverage drop the arriving packet

If the average queue length is smaller than the minimum threshold,

no packet is dropped. If the average queue length is between the two

thresholds, a few packets are dropped. How many is decided by how
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close the average queue length is the maximum threshold. If the aver

age queue length reaches the upper threshold, then the gentle approach

is not working and drastic measures are called for, that is, dropping all

arriving packets.

The probability (P) of dropping an arriving packet is depending not only

by the average queue length, but also of when the last packet was dropped.

To consider the last packet dropped, is done to better distribute the

packet drops in time. This measure was taken as the inventors of RED

(Sally Floyd and Van Jacobson) observed that the packet drops tended

to occur in clusters. Because packets arrive in bursts, this clustering

of drops is likely to cause multiple drops in a single connection. This is

not desirable, since only one drop per round trip time is needed to cause

a connection to reduce its window size, whereas multiple drops might

send it back into slow start. The probability is calculated as follows:

Ptemp = Pmax
Qlengthaverage − tmin

tmax − tmin
(2.9)

P =
Ptemp

1− cPtemp
(2.10)

The Ptemp is increasing as the average queue length gets closer to the

maximum threshold. Ptemp is a fraction of Pmax , which is the highest

probability Ptemp can reach. The second equation takes the time elapsed

since the last packet drop into account. The count (c) is increased by

one each time a packet survives the drop probability and are buffered

(and are eventually reset when a packet is dropped).

Hopefully, if RED drops a small percentage of packets when the aver

age queue length exceeding the lower bound, the effect will be to cause

a few TCP connections to reduce its congestion window size, thus re

ducing their send rate. All going well, the average queue length will

decrease and congestion is avoided. The queue length can be kept short

while throughput remains high since few packets are dropped.

The random nature of RED gives an interesting property on the algorithm.

Because RED drops packets randomly, the probability that RED decides

to drop a particular flow’s packet is roughly proportional to the share of
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bandwidth the flow consumes at that router. Thus, there is a sort of fair

resource allocation built into RED, although it is not precise.

2.3.2 TCP Vegas

TCP Vegas [31] is a sourcebased congestion avoidance scheme; it does

not depend on adding extra functionality to the routers. There are sev

eral schemes in this category. All of them are watching for some sign

from the network that some router’s queue is building up.

One sign is that the RTT for each successive packet are increasing, in

dicating that the packets are using more and more time being buffered

in the various routers queue. To prevent the queues to grow further, the

congestion window is decreased (by
1

8
) [31].

Another sign as the network is moving close to congestion is that the

throughput flattens out. This, because the throughput can’t increase

beyond the available bandwidth. This is what TCP Vegas is based on.

When the source is sending out just a little more data than the network

has capacity to handle, the buffer in the routers start to build up. If using

TCP congestion control, the congestion window keeps building up until

the buffers are full. TCP Vegas is trying to balance this extra amount of

data such that it does not fill up the buffer space along the path. If it

is too much, it eventually causes congestion. However, if it is to little,

TCP Vegas might not respond rapidly enough to freed capacity in the

network.

TCP Vegas defines the RTT base of the flow to be the RTT of a packet

when the flow is not congested. In practice, TCP Vegas sets it to be the

minimum of all measured round trip times (commonly the RTT of the

first packet sent by the connection) [31]. Then the expected throughput

is given by

Rexpected =
cwsize

RTTbase
(2.11)
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where Rexpected is the expected throughput. TCP Vegas then compares

this value with the current send rate, Rperceived. To find the current send

rate, TCP Vegas record the sending time for a distinguished packet and

records how many bytes are transmitted between the time the packet is

sent and when its acknowledgment is received. Then the value is found

by

Rperceived =
bytesRTTsample

RTT sample
(2.12)

where bytesRTTsample is the bytes sent during the RTT sample. The

difference TCP Vegas uses to evaluate the network situation is

D = Rexpected − Rperceived (2.13)

To evaluate whether the connection has too much/too little extra data

in the network or not, TCP Vegas has two thresholds, α and β. α is

the minimum amount of extra data the flow should have in order to

respond to changing network conditions resulting in free capacity. β, on

the other hand, is the maximum amount of extra data the flow should

have in order to avoid congestion. When the difference between the

expected rate and the perceived rate are compared with α and β actions

are taken as follows:

• D < α the congestion window is linearly increased during the next

RTT

• α < D < β the congestion window is left unchanged

• β < D the congestion window is linearly decreased during the next

RTT

TCP Vegas might seem to be less conservative than the TCP congestion

control mechanism, in the way that is uses linearly decrease and not

multiplicative decrease. However, this is not the case. TCP Vegas uses

multiplicative decrease timeouts occurs. The linear decrease described

above is an early decrease in the congestion window whit the purpose

of preventing congestion, and happens only before packets are being

dropped.



Chapter 3

Multicast

In this study, we will mainly look at multicast sessions [36, 37]. Mul

ticast is a way to reduce the traffic load on the Internet, by not send

ing the same data packets over the same link several times. Multicast

is used when several clients seek the same information from the same

servers at the same time. An example is radio broadcasting over Inter

net. The server then sends one multicast packet to all the clients. The

alternative is to send identical unicast packets to all the receivers, which

means sending identical packets over several of the same links. Meas

ured by traffic load, it is obvious that one multicast session should be

preferable over several unicast sessions. Multicast is of good use for

continuous media applications, for example Teleconferencing, distance

learning, distributed games and Internet radio. All these are dealing with

continuous streams of data also called “streaming” for short.

3.1 IP multicast addresses

Unlike in unicast where an address represents a node, a multicast ad

dress represents a group where there can be any number of senders

and receivers. Each multicast group is identified by an IP multicast ad

dress. In IPv4 [32], these are class D addresses that range from 224.0.0.0

to 239.255.255.255 [36, 37]. Some addresses are reserved for special

groups, such as “all IP hosts” that uses 224.0.0.1.
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In today’s multicast, there is no address allocation scheme. The sender

chooses an address when a multicast session is initialised. This means

that two distinct multicast groups can have the same address. If the

“Time To Live” value (TTL) is big enough, this will cause the applications

using the shared multicast address to be corrupted. Packets that where

meant for group A could be received by group B and vice versa. This is

not a concern of this assignment.

IP multicast inflicts the following rules: Any client can leave or enter any

multicast group of their choice. There is no authentication of the clients

or servers. Clients can also belong to any number of groups. Neither the

sender nor the receivers know the number of members or the identity

of any of the members in the multicast group. Restrictions other than

these are left to the application.

3.2 Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP)

IGMP [6, 9, 36, 37, 31] is designed to establish a connection between local

receivers and their “dedicated router” [37]. The dedicated router is the

firsthop multicast router for an Internet endnode. The IGMP protocol

enables users to join and leave groups. IGMP is implemented within the

IP module of a host, so the IGMPmessages are encapsulated in an IP

datagram. The dedicated router periodically sends a “host membership

query” to all its local hosts. If a host wants to subscribe for a multicast

group, it sends back a “host membership report”. The hosts reduce the

traffic load on the LAN by not sending “host membership reports” if it

already has heard that a report for the desired group is sent by another

host. A host does not have to wait for a query to send a report; it can

take initiative to send one by its own. Hosts can also send a leavegroup

report if they no longer want to uphold their membership to a group.
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3.3 Multicast Interior Gateway Protocol (MIGP)

The MIGP is employed by multicast routers to enable multicast commu

nication within an autonomous system (AS). By the help of IGMP, we

know which receivers want to subscribe for a multicast group. The MIGP

has to connect the receivers with the senders to create distribution trees.

There are several methods to create distribution trees:

• Flooding

• Spanning tree

• Reversed Path Forwarding

• CoreBased tree

• PIM

The multicast routing problem can be seen as follows: We have a set

of nodes (vertices) V and a set of links (edges) E. These nodes and edges

describe a “directed graph” G = (V,E). A directed link between node u and

node v is represented bye the ordered tuple (u,v). The multicast routing

problem is to find one or more interconnected topologies that are sub

sets of G, which span all the nodes in the multicast group M.

If a single topology is sufficient, we call the resulting distribution tree

a “shared distribution tree”. Here all the senders use the same tree to

reach the subscribers. On the other hand, if we need several topologies,

one for each sender, we call it a “source specific distribution tree”. The

shared tree often uses bidirectional links, and is useful where all the

receivers also are senders, like a videoconference. These trees will op

timise the total cost of the tree. This is further examined below in the

section about spanning trees. A source specific tree optimises the av

erage delay between the sender and all the receivers. As stated above,

each sender has its individual distribution tree that reaches all the re

ceivers. Another difference between the two types is that every node

needs to know the topology of the network in order to create a shared

distribution tree. The source specific tree relies only on the shortest
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path between the sender and the receiver, and can use the unicast rout

ing information in the router to set up the distribution tree.

To describe how a distribution trees are built, we will further investigate

the algorithms listed above in the reminder of this section.

3.3.1 Flooding

A multicast router that receives a multicast packet checks whether it

has received this packet before, if so the packet is discarded. If not, the

packet is forwarded on every link accept on the one it was received. The

check to see whether this is the first reception of the packet or not, can

be done by remembering every packet previously received, or by adding

every router that the packet has been forwarded from in the packet.

Even without the check, this method is unacceptable to the network. It

is not a good use of network capacity to send the packet to every node

within the reach of the TTL value, just to reach a few receivers.

3.3.2 Spanning tree

This is the classical optimisation problem in multicast routing and is

commonly known as the “Steiner Tree Problem in Networks” (SPN). This

is a shared distribution tree problem, and uses bidirectional links to

form an undirected graph. SPN tries to minimize the total cost, the sum

of the cost of all the links in the tree. SPN is in its general case an NP

complete problem. This means that it is not possible to solve this in

polynomial time. Thus for typical communication networks, a Steiner

Tree cannot be found. Because of this, approximations have been de

veloped. Most approximation algorithms perform, in the worst case, no

more than two times worse than the optimal solution [37].
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3.3.3 Reverse Path Forwarding

DVMRP [43] is a protocol, which uses the reverse path forwarding (RPF)

method [43, 31]. The RPF method relies on the shortest path information

obtained by the unicast algorithms. When a node R receives a packet on

interface I, from a sender S, it looks up the reversed path (RI , S). If the

reversed path is the shortest path, the packet is forwarded on all R’s out

going interfaces (except interface I). If it is not, it means the downstream

routers will receive this packet from another more efficient path and R

drops the packet.

The advantages of RPF [36] are its use of already existing information. It

uses the ordinary routing table in the routers and therefore has no need

for any additional signalling and/or routing information. Every sender

also makes its one independent distribution tree, which means we can

achieve a good load balance in the network. RPF also delivers the pack

ets along the fastest lines available as it uses the shortest path algorithm

represented by the routing table.

A drawback of the RPF algorithm is that it sends all the packets to all

end nodes in the network, even along lines with no subscribers to that

group.

Flood and Prune

Another algorithm, which constructs the same distribution tree as RPF

but avoids the unnecessary deliveries, is the “Flood and Prune” algorithm

[36]. First, this algorithm floods the network, as the RPF algorithm would

have done. The difference lies in the second face, “prune”, where end

routers that are not interested in that specific multicast group, send a

prune message on its entire incoming links. A router with interested

receivers sends a prune message on all incoming links except the one it

will use as a connection to the distribution tree. When a router receives

a prune message, it disconnects this delivery line from the distribution

tree, and if it has no other outgoing lines left on that tree, it sends a

prune message to all its incoming lines on that specific distribution tree.
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After both the flood and the prune face, we have a distribution tree that

covers all the known subscribers, and no one else. To connect new sub

scribers, Flood and prune periodically repeat the flooding. This means

that we are not entirely getting rid of the flooding overhead that was a

downside to RPF.

We also introduce another overhead that we didn’t have in the RPF al

gorithm. Every router in the entire network must keep a record of every

multicast group. They have to know which groups’ message to forward

on which outgoing links, even if there is none, and even if the router

isn’t even in the distribution tree.

“Reverse Path Forwarding” and “Flood and Prune” works for multicast

groups, which have receivers densely populated in the network. How

ever, if the group only have a few subscribers the overhead of flooding

the network becomes unbearably large.

3.3.4 CoreBased Tree

The CBT (Core Based Tree) [36, 37] algorithm builds its distribution tree

in a different manner. Here the subscribers initiate the building of a dis

tribution tree. CBT chooses a multicast router to be the “core” router for

a specific multicast group. Then the subscribers, in practice the last hop

multicast router, build up their distribution tree along the shortest path

to the core (The core router must be known). The source nodes send

their packets to the core node. This means that all the sources for that

multicast group use the same distribution tree, which is called a “shared

distribution tree”.

CBT only includes the routers actually in the distribution tree. The use

of a shared distribution tree also decreases the size of multicast routing

tables in the “ontree” routers. This because they only have to keep

record of the active groups/trees, and not active (group, source) pairs.

CBT also has disadvantages; it creates a “hot spot” at the core router.
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All traffic has to go through the core. This also means that if the core

router breaks down, the hole multicast group breaks down.

3.3.5 PIM

PIM (Protocol Independent Multicast) [36, 37, 31] is a protocol that tries

to combine the advantages of RPF and CBT. It is called protocol inde

pendent because it is independent of the underlying unicast protocol.

PIM uses shared distribution trees (like CBT) when we have a large num

ber of low data rate sources that are spread over a large geographical

area. On the other hand, when the data rates are high, PIM uses the

reversed shortest path tree of RPF [37]. Therefore, PIM comes in two

modes. PIMDM (dense mode) that is similar to DVMRP (which uses RPF)

and PIMSM (sparse mode) that employs unidirectional, shared distri

bution trees. PIMDM multicast tree construction is data driven, which

means that dense mode will only be used if data rates exceeds a certain

limit.

PIMSM [37, 8] uses a meeting point or rendezvous point (RP) where re

ceivers can sign up with senders. If a receiver wants to subscribe for a

multicast group, it (in practice its first hop router) sends a “join mes

sage” towards the RP. The intermediate routers build up the multic

ast tree branch. A sender sends a “register message” piggybacked on

the multicast data packet to the RP, which is encapsulated in a unicast

packet. The RP then sends a join towards the sender, which sets up a

multicast tree branch between the sender and the RP. The sender can

then stop encapsulating its packets.

This is so far very much like the CBT algorithm. However, PIMSM differs

in the way that it has a switchover mechanism. It can leave the shared

distribution tree and establish a source specific distribution tree. When

the subscriber gets the first packet from the sender, it knows the address

of the sender. The first hop router can then send a join message towards

the source. After this is established, it tears down the multicast tree

branch by sending a prune message towards the RP. By doing this we

avoid both the flooding of RPF algorithm and the traffic concentration of
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the CBT algorithm.

3.4 Interdomain Multicast Routing

We have now seen how the multicast routing is handled between the

end node and the network and inside an AS. The only thing we now need

is interdomain multicast. In this section, we talk about how multicast

across AS or Internetwide multicast is supported. This technology is

relatively immature. We can talk of a nearterm solution and a longterm

solution [1].

3.4.1 The NearTerm Solution

This solution is viable and is being used today. It relies on three proto

cols and has the intricate name MBGP/PIMSM/MSDP. MBGP (“Multipro

tocol Extensions to BGP4”) is, as the name says, a BGP with a multicast

extension. This allows a service provider to use different topologies for

unicast and multicast traffic if wanted. MBGP advertises all its sources

reachable for multicast traffic to all its neighbour MBGP routers. It does

not contain any multicast group information; its sole purpose is to ad

vertise multicast capable sources and their cost.

The second protocol included in the nearterm solution is PIMSM. PIM

SM is used to connect receivers and sources across domain boundaries.

This means that we now have to deal with multiple RPs. Then this prob

lem arises: How can one RP in one AS know about a source in another AS

using that AS’s RP. The solution is the third protocol, MSDP (Multicast

Source Discovery Protocol). MSDP runs in the same router as that do

main’s RP. Its purpose is to announce to other domains the existence of

active sources. When a RP receives a message from a new active source,

the MSDP floods a Source Active (SA) message to all its neighbouring

MSDPs. To prevent SAloops the receiving MSDP performs an RPFcheck.

When a MSDP receives a SA message, it floods it to all its neighbouring
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MSDPs (except to the incoming MSDP). Then it checks if it has state for

any receivers in the domain, subscribing for that multicast group. If so,

the RP sends a PIM join message to the source address advertised in the

SA message. The RP then distributes any message from this source on

its multicast network, and the local sources can switch to a source spe

cific path according to usual PIMSM conventions if wanted.

The nearterm solution is not a bad solution and it is not much more

complicated than other Internet services, like unicast routing. Neverthe

less, it has its disadvantages. One is the relatively long period between

a receiver join and the next SA message, caused by the fact that SA mes

sages is flooded periodically. A solution to the problem is to let the

MSDP cache SA messages, but this again causes extra complexity and

maintenance.

There is also a problem regarding bursty sources. If a source sends a

number of packets and then becomes silent for a number of minutes,

and repeats this behaviour, receivers in other domains will not receive

anything. This because it takes time to send out SA messages and es

tablish forwarding state. No packets in transit during this time will ever

reach the receiver. If the source’s silent period exceeds the timeout value

(typically 3 minutes) of the RP, the state is flushed and it will not have

any state when the source again sends packets. The solution specified in

the MSDP protocol, is to piggyback the first n packets on to the SA mes

sage. However, since SA messages are sent over TCP, some think this can

have undesired side effects or break assumptions of higherlayer proto

cols.

A final remark about MSDP is that the flooding of SA messages (and

packets) might not scale well if multicast use grows to the point where

there are thousands of multicast sources.
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3.4.2 The LongTerm Solution

Numerous efforts have been done to evolve a longterm solution to the

interdomain multicast problem. BGMP “Border Gateway Multicast Pro

tocol” [42, 1, 37] is one of the protocols that handles multicast rout

ing between AS. The main difference between BGMP and the MBGP/PIM

SM/MSDP protocol is that BGMP chooses a root AS. From the root, BGMP

constructs a bidirectional tree with other ASs. What AS we choose to

be the root is believed to be a natural choice. No matter what kind of

session, there will always be a natural choice for the root. Even video

conference groups will have a primary source or a session coordinator,

which will be the logical domain for the root domain.

To avoid address collisions and to get rid of interdomain dependencies,

BGMP needs a strict global address allocation scheme. The current mech

anism of randomly choosing an address is not sufficient. In that way the

root domain owns the multicast address and doesn’t need to consider

that other domains might use the same address.



Chapter 4

Multicast Congestion Control and

Grouping of receivers

In the chapter of multicast, we talk about how to become a subscriber of

a multicast group and how multicast trees are built. Here we will exam

ine different techniques of multicast congestion control and the closely

linked topic of grouping receivers into subgroups within the multicast

group. First, we present the problems of multicast congestion control

and their general solution. Second, we investigate some techniques and

protocols in further depth.

4.1 Problems faced by Multicast Congestion Con

trol

4.1.1 Heterogeneous receivers

The Internet’s heterogeneity and scale make multipoint communication

design a difficult problem [26]. For realtime multimedia, we would like

to send a “live” signal from any particular sender to an arbitrary large set

of receivers along paths with potentially high variability in bandwidth.
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The simplest solution to this problem is to distribute a uniform repres

entation of the signal to all interested receivers using IP multicast. This

is sub optimal  lowcapacity regions of the network suffer congestion

while highcapacity regions are underutilized. Furthermore, there is no

congestion control.

A better solution is to adjust the send rate to match the available capa

city in the network. Some of these singlerate approaches are described

below. Unfortunately, in the context of multicast, the network capacity

available to all the receivers is ill defined. A control scheme that adjusts

the rate of a single stream at the source simply cannot meet the conflict

ing requirements of a set of heterogeneous receivers.

An alternative approach is to combine a layered compression algorithm

with a layered transmission scheme. In this approach, a signal is en

coded into a number of layers that can be incrementally combined to

provide progressive refinement. This approach ensures heterogeneity

by allowing receivers to subscribe to as many layers as their connection

path can handle. Layered multicast is further discussed below.

4.1.2 The feedback implosion problem

In reliable multicast applications, such as SRM for wb (a distributed

whiteboard application) [11], the receivers must receive all the inform

ation correctly. This means that if a packet is lost or damaged, a new

copy of that packet must be sent. The idea behind the multicast tech

nique is that packets sent to several receivers are transported just once

over the same link to reduce the traffic load. This makes the multicast

receivers vulnerable to loss. If only one packet is dropped or damaged,

it will affect all the receivers using this link.

The situation above is the reason for what is called “the feedback implo

sion problem” [39]. A naive multicast protocol would receive as many

requests for retransmission of a lost packet as there are receivers using

the link, or even worse; it might receive ACK’s for each received packet
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from all the receivers. These feedbacks, though small in bytes, may

cause congestion on the upstream links because of their large number.

Even when not causing congestion it is a good idea to try to reduce them.

Since the feedbacks are purely control messages, they contribute to the

network overhead by a considerable amount.

The feedback implosion is a problem faced by all multicast protocols

depending on feedback from the receivers. All congestion control mech

anisms are reacting to a change in network conditions by reducing or

increasing the send rate (explicitly or implicitly by adding layers). Those

who depend on information from the receiver side to decide the state

of the network need a solution for this problem. In TCP, this is done

by sending ACK packets. If multicast protocols were to do the same, it

would have to deal with the feedback implosion problem.

4.1.3 The drop to zero problem

Another named problem facing the multicast congestion control schemes

is the “drop to zero problem” [39]. Consider a protocol that adjusts its

send rate to please the slowest receiver among the receivers in the mul

ticast group. If a receiver, experiencing a very low quality transmission

on its local network, joins the multicast session, it will lower the send

rate and worsen the perceived quality for every user of the multicast

group. An even worse scenario is faced if a malicious user is joining and

driving the send rate so low that it will cause a denial of service for the

multicast group.

4.2 Receiver grouping within a multicast group

To solve the feedback implosion problem (and for some protocols the

drop to zero problem [39]), multicast congestion control introduces tech

niques for grouping the receivers of a multicast group into subgroups.

The sender can then deal with groups as the smallest entity instead of

receivers (some protocols don’t put all receivers in a group and are there

fore still concerned about receivers). Usually each group has its group
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representative or leader [39, 5, 35]. This representative is giving the

sender the information it needs on behalf of the group. In this way, the

amount of feedback is no longer equal to the number of receivers but

the number of groups (plus the number of receivers without a group).

The protocols in this group are mainly for reliable multicast communic

ation.

The protocols that use the layered approach are implicitly performing

receiver grouping. The receivers subscribing to the same number of

layers can easily be considered a receiver group. These do not have any

structure on their receiver group. The protocols in this category are

mainly meant for unreliable multicast communication. Since the sender

in these protocols does not depend on feedback, they are avoiding the

feedback implosion problem.

4.3 Single rate congestion control schemes

In this section, we will present a number of single rate approaches. Com

mon for these approaches is that they use a common send rate for all

receivers.

4.3.1 Pragmatic General Multicast Congestion Control

Pragmatic General Multicast Congestion Control (PGMCC) [35] is a single

rate multicast congestion control scheme. It is useful in both the re

liable and the unreliable multicast cases, which means it can supply a

retransmission scheme, but works equally well without. The techniques

described here are developed in the context of the PGM protocol [40],

but are not restricted to it. These ideas are of general use and can be

incorporated in other multicast protocols.
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Pragmatic General Multicast

PGM "Pragmatic General Multicast” [40] is a single sender multiple re

ceiver protocol which gives improved reliability over the basic IP mul

ticast by making use of NACK (negative ACK) based retransmission re

quests. Scalability is done by feedback suppression using randomised

delays. It means that all the receivers wait for an arbitrary amount of

time before sending feedback. When a receiver hears feedback from an

other receiver, it suppresses its own feedback. Ideally, a lost packet trig

gers only a single request from the receivers. Furthermore, PGM can take

advantage of router support (but does not depend on it). PGMenabled

routers will do hopbyhop NACK forwarding, suppressing replicated re

quests coming from the same sub tree, and forwarding the retransmis

sions only on the links which previously has presented the router with

the corresponding NACK. In lack of a congestion control scheme, PGM

sources typically transmit at a preset data rate.

Feedback and grouping

PGMCC chooses one receiver to be the “acker” (above called a represent

ative). By choosing only one representative, PGMCC treats the multicast

group as one receiver group. The job of the acker is to provide feedback

to the sender of the multicast group, done bye sending ACK for each cor

rectly received packet. The acker is the only one allowed to send ACK

packets. The other receivers in the multicast group can only send NACK

packets. In the case of reliable multicast, a NACK triggers a retransmis

sion (an RDATA packet in the PGMCC terminology). The send rate of the

session is adjusted according to the acker. To not overflow the network

of a receiver on a low capacity link, the acker is selected to be the “slow

est” receiver in the multicast group. Who the slowest receiver is, is de

cided by estimating the receivers’ throughput. The estimations are done

by examining the operating parameters of the receiver (e.g. loss rate,

round trip time, etc). The receiver with the least estimated throughput

is elected the acker. In this way, the receiver estimated to have the slow

est path will be the one influencing the send rate adjustment. In [35],

the authors suggest the estimation of the throughput to be as follows:

T() ∝ 1

RTT
√

lossrate
(4.1)
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The idea of the grouping technique of the PGMCC protocol is to make the

selection of the receiver group representative easy, thus avoiding large

overheads in the switchover face. As Rizzo said in [35], they consider the

acker as a moving receiver rather than a changing one. If the switches of

acker become frequent, a protocol with a large switching overhead will

not be responsive to changes in network conditions. To achieve an easy

change of acker, we need essential state information to be available at

the new acker right away. This state information is carried back to the

source by ACK and NACK packets and is available in every receiver as

described below.

All the receivers are measuring their own loss rate by interpreting the

packet arrivals as discrete signals (1 for lost packet and 0 otherwise),

and passing it through a discretetime linear filter. The filter can be

chosen according to response and computational cost. These loss rates

are reported back by the acker in ACK packets and by the rest of the

receivers in NACK packets.

The RTT is measured not in seconds by time stamping packets as is

usual, but in packets by the difference between the most recent sequence

number sent and the highest known sequence number seen bye the re

ceiver (reported in the rxw_lead field in ACK and NACK packets). This

rather peculiar way of measuring the RTT is possible because PGMCC is

not running an equation based rate adjustment, but rather adjusts its

rate by a window, like TCP. Thus, the RTT (measured in ms) must not

be computed explicitly to affect the send rate. It is only used for acker

selection where the measurement is equal for all receivers.

The necessary amount of throughput estimations is reduced by the way

the acker is selected. When a NACK is received, PGMCC checks the re

ceiver who sent the NACK, against the current acker. If the NACK sender

has a lower estimated throughput than the current acker (with a suffi

cient margin to prevent frequent changes and oscillation of the acker)

this is elected the new acker. In fact, the sender does not have the in

formation to estimate before it receives a NACK. If Xi are the operating

parameters of receiver i, and T( ) is the throughput estimation function,
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the receiver i will be elected as the new acker if:

T(XI) < cT(Xacker),0 < c < 1 (4.2)

In [35], Rizzo suggest the constant c to be between 0.6 and 0.8 to reduce

the number of acker switches without influencing the accuracy of the

acker selection process.

Rate adjustment

The PGMCC protocol uses a token bucket technique with a growing bucket

to adjust the send rate. An imaginary bucket is filled with tokens. For

each packet PGMCC sends, it takes a token from the bucket, and for each

packet acknowledged, it puts one token back. If there are no tokens in

the bucket, it cannot send any packets until enough ACK packets are

received. The size of the bucket equals the size of the window and the

amount of packets sent is shaped by the tokens. If W is the size of the

window or bucket and T is the token counter, the send rate is adjusted

as follows:

• on session start, W = 1, T = 1;

• on transmit, T = T − 1;

• on arriving ACK, W = W + 1

W
, T = T + 1+ 1

W
;

• on loss detection, W = W
2

, ignore next
W
2

ACK packets;

When a whole window is received and acknowledged, the window is in

creased by one. This is behaviour similar to the linear increase of TCP

and in practise means an increase of one packet every RTT without loss.

When loss is detected, PGMCC act like the multiplicative decrease of TCP

by halving the window. The next W/2 ACK packets are ignored, as they

are thought of as belonging to the old window. This means that there

will be neither an increase nor a decrease of the window during the next

RTT. The number of tokens is following the size of the window.

Because PGMCC needs tokens to keep the flow of tokens running, the

session cannot work for long without an acker. At session start up and
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after stalling (ACK packets are lost and we can not regenerate enough

tokens because of high losses), we immediately need to elect an acker.

Since the election of acker is based on receiving NACK packets, the first

data packet sent (after a session start or after a couple of stalls in a

row) is marked to provoke a fake NACK. This will probably not give the

slowest receiver of the group as acker; in fact, it will more likely elect the

one with the lowest RTT. This will mean that the start up phase will need

some time to find the right receiver to be the acker. Router support will

also affect the selection of acker. If NACK packets are suppressed, it is

not sure that the NACK that reaches the sender is from the receiver with

the lowest throughput. However, the receiver with the worst throughput

will send more NACK packets and have a higher possibility of not being

suppressed.

4.3.2 TCPfriendly Multicast Congestion Control

The “TCPfriendly Multicast Congestion Control” (TFMCC) [44] is based

on the TCPfriendly Rate Control protocol (TFRC) [10]. TFRC is a unicast

congestion control mechanism intended for applications that require

a smoother, more predictable transmission rate than TCP can achieve.

TFRC is an equationbased congestion control scheme. It uses a control

equation derived from a model of TCP’s longterm throughput to directly

control the sender’s transmission rate [29]:

TTCP =
s

tRTT [
√

2p

3
+ [12

√

3p

8
]+ p(1+ 32p2)]

(4.3)

The result gives us the longterm throughput TCP would have had with

the steadystate loss event rate p and the packet size s. The loss event

is discussed later.

Feedback and grouping

The grouping is done much in the same way as the PGMCC protocol. The

whole multicast group is managed as one receiver group. As PGMCC has

its representative, TFMCC has a similar current limiting receiver or CLR.

This receiver sends immediate feedback to the sender and the sender
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adjusts its send rate according to the CLR. The other receivers will send

feedback only when the current send rate is violating their own capacity

or TCPfriendly constraint.

The feedback from TFMCC receivers differs from the feedback sent by

PGMCC receivers. Every receiver measures its loss event rate and sends

this to the sender. The sender uses these transmittions to measure the

RTT to that specific receiver. Then they use the above equation to find

what throughput TCP would have experienced under the same condi

tions. If TFMCC are receiving a higher (longterm) throughput than TCP,

it is not following the TCPfriendly condition. Thus it sends feedback

indicating that the send rate should be lowered.

While CLR solves the feedback implosion problem in the steady state

scenario, it is not sufficient when network conditions are changing. TFMCC

uses probabilistic feedback suppression. When a receivers’ feedback

timer expires, it unicasts its current calculated sending rate to the sender.

If the rate is lower than previous feedback received, the sender echoes

the feedback to all the receivers. Other receivers will suppress their

feedback (i.e. cancel their timer) when they hear feedback with lower

calculations than their own. The receivers’ feedback timers are set to:

t =max(T(1+ logNx),0) (4.4)

where x is a uniformly distributed random variable in 〈0,1], T is an up

per limit on the delay before sending feedback and N is an estimated

upper bound on the number of receivers. T is set to a multiple of the

maximum RTT of the receivers. T = btmaxRTT , where b determines the

number of feedback packets per round that will be sent in worstcase

conditions. In [44], Widmer et al. argue that useful values of b lies

between 3 and 6 (default in TFMCC is 4). Further, N is set to 10000.

The mechanism is relatively insensitive to overestimation of the number

of receivers (N), but underestimation may result in feedback implosion

[44].

It is likely that receivers with low RTT (and possibly a high receiver cap

able of handling a high data rate) will be among the first to send feed

back. To bias in favour of the lowrate receivers an offset can be sub

tracted from the feedback timer. Which receivers are lowrate receivers
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can be decided by looking at the importance of a receivers’ feedback.

r = calculated rate

current send rate
,0 < r < 1 (4.5)

is such a measure. r will not be bigger than 1 since only receivers with

lower calculations than the current send rate will send feedback. The

timer in TFMCC is therefore set to:

t′ = γrT + (1− γ)T · (1+ logNx) (4.6)

where γ determines the fraction of T that should be used to spread out

the feedback responses with respect to the reported rate.

Feedback implosion can also occur when the send rate is low. Since

the echoed feedback is piggybacked on the next data packet, the delay

before such a packet is sent can be close to the feedback delay. Thus, the

echo will arrive too late for suppression to work. This problem can be

prevented by increasing the feedback delay T in proportion to the time

interval between data packets when the send rate Rsend is low:

T = b · (tmax
RTT , (c + 1)

s

Rsend
) (4.7)

c is the number of consecutive packets that can be lost without running

the risk of implosion, and s the packet size. In [44], a value between 2

and 4 is recommended.

Rate adjustment

When the sender receives feedback indicating a rate that is lower than

the current send rate, it immediately reduces its rate to that in the feed

back message. However, this kind of feedback gives no indication of

when to increase the send rate. This is where the Current Limiting Re

ceiver (CLR) comes to good use. The CLR gives the sender immediate

feedback. Thus, if this feedback indicates free capacity in the network,

the send rate can be increased. However, if another receiver cannot

handle the new rate it will send feedback indicating this. The send rate

will be adjusted and the troubled receiver will become the new CLR.
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Normally the way loss measurement is performed limits the possible

rate increase to roughly 0.3 packets per RTT [10]. But when a CLR leaves

the group, the new CLR may have a significantly higher calculated rate.

The send rate could directly be adjusted to that rate but the loss event

rate currently measured may not be a predictor of the loss rate at the

new send rate. Therefore TFMCC uses a limitation of the rate increase in

this situation to one packet per RTT. This makes the climbing towards

the new CLR’s rate more rapid nevertheless it is no more aggressive than

the TCP’s additive increase.

Measuring the loss event rate

The loss event rate is measured on the receiver side of the communic

ation. This ensures the scalability of the measurement. A loss event is

defined as one or more packets lost during a roundtrip time. Receiv

ers aggregate their packet losses into such loss events. The number of

packets between consecutive loss events is called a loss interval. The av

erage loss interval size can be computed as the weighted average of the

m most recent loss intervals lk, . . . , lk−m+1:

lavg(k) =
∑m−1
i=0 wilk−i
∑m−1
i=0 wi

(4.8)

The weights wi are chosen so that very recent loss intervals receive the

same high weight, while the weights gradually decrease to 0. This will

give a smooth change in lavg as loss events age. While large values of

m improves the smoothness of the estimation, a very long loss history

reduces the responsiveness of the protocol. In [44], 8 < m < 32 is said

to be a good compromise.

The loss event rate p used as an input to the control equation is defined

as the inverse of lavg :

p = 1

max(lavg(k), lavg(k− 1))
(4.9)

The interval since the most recent loss event does not end with a loss

event. Thus, it will not reflect the loss event rate. Therefore this interval

is included in the calculation of the loss event rate if doing so reduces

p.
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Roundtrip Time measurements

The challenge is to let the receivers measure their own RTT without

adding unnecessary traffic. A usual way of getting the RTT is to compute

the difference of a packet departure time from the sender and the arrival

time of the immediate feedback from that packet. In TFMCC, the receiv

ers are measuring their instantaneous RTT, tinstRTT , by sending timestamps

with their receiver report. When the multicast sender receives a receiver

report with a timestamp it adds the ID of the multicast receiver and

the timestamp to the next packet. One packet can only carry a single

timestamp and receiver ID pair. Therefore, if more than one timestamp

arrive at the sender in the interval between two consecutive data packets

the timestamp echoed is chosen in the following order:

1. a new CLR (after a change of CLR) or a CLR without any previous

RTT measurements.

2. receivers without any previous RTT measurements.

3. nonCLR receivers with previous RTT measurements.

4. the CLR

If ties occur, they are broken in favour of the receiver with the lowest

reported rate. The number of packets is usually larger than the number

of feedback packets, so the CLR’s last report is echoed back in any re

maining packets.

To prevent a single incorrect RTT value from affecting the send rate

too much, the values are smoothed out using an exponentially weighted

moving average:

tRTT = β · tinst
RTT + (1− β) · tRTT (4.10)

In [44], βCLR = 0,05 for the CLR and for other receivers βnon−CLR = 0.5.

The value is higher for nonCLR receivers because they will not get to

measure their RTT so often, thus will likely have outdated RTT values.

The initial RTT estimate (the RTT value used before any measurement

is done) can be achieved if the sender and receiver have synchronised
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clocks, which might be achieved using GPS receivers or less accurately

with NTP [44]. This is not available in many cases, so each receiver must

initialise its RTT estimate to a value larger than the highest RTT of any

of the receivers. In [44], a value of 500 ms is said to be appropriate for

most networks.

Due to the infrequent RTT measurements, it is possible for large in

creases in RTT to go unnoticed if a receiver is not the CLR. Therefore

TFMCC adds a method for adjusting the RTT between actual measure

ments. Since data packets carry a send timestamp, tdata, a receiver that

gets a RTT measurement at time tnow can also compute the oneway

delay from the sender to receiver and from receiver to sender as:

dS→R = tnow − tdatadR→S = tinst
RTT − dS→R (4.11)

When in a later data packet the oneway delay from sender to receiver is

determined as d′S→R, it is possible to compute an uptodate RTT estim

ate:

tinst
RTT

′
= dR→S + d′S→R (4.12)

Clock skew between sender and receiver cancels out, provided that clock

drift between the real RTT measurement and the adjustment oneway

delay measurement is negligible. The modified RTT estimates are smoothed

in a similar fashion as the real RTT measurements.

Oneway delay adjustments are used as an indicator that the RTT may

have changed significantly and thus a real RTT measurement is neces

sary. When a new measurement is made, all interim oneway delay meas

urements are discarded.

A receiver report also echoes the timestamp of the last data packet,

and so the sender and receiver are both able to measure RTT. When

the sender gets a receiver report from a receiver without a valid RTT

measurement, indicating a lower send rate (and only then), the sender

calculates the rate itself. In this way very high, false RTT values (for

example high initial values) will not be allowed to unjustifiably decrease

the send rate and take the role as CLR.
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4.3.3 A small representative set

A slightly different approach is suggested in [5]. Here the assumption

is that a small number of bottleneck links are causing the majority of

the congestion problems. The idea is to select a small set of receivers

to represent the congested sub trees. These receivers or representat

ives are supplying the sender with positive feedback (ACK packets or

Congestion Clear messages as used in [5]). Feedback from the represent

atives is suppressing feedback from other users, thus allows the source

to concentrate its congestion control efforts on the congested subtrees.

As new congestion appears in the tree, new representatives are selected

and old ones dropped from the representative set.

Feedback and grouping

At startup, any receiver providing feedback is eligible for selection as a

representative. After a full representative set has been obtained, only a

receiver sending NACK (mentioned as Congestion Indication message in

[5]), to indicate that congestion has occurred, qualifies for selection as a

representative. The receivers are sending feedback according to a timer

set to an arbitrary large value. The receivers chosen to fill the empty

representative set are probably among the receivers with low RTT. When

a subtree, currently not covered by a representative, experience conges

tion and sends a NACK, a new representative is chosen among these. The

article does not propose how this is done, but seems to choose the first

one that reaches the sender with a NACK message. To make room for the

newly chosen representative, an old one most be removed. By looking at

the time elapsed since the last NACK message the current representat

ives have sent, we can estimate which of the sub trees experiencing the

least congestion problems. When the new representative set is selected,

it is sent to all the involving nodes. To prevent a sudden turnover of

the representative set, only one new representative may be selected per

GRTT (the group’s maximum round trip time), which are recorded at the

source by listing the largest RTTs seen (and let them expire by giving

them a TTL value (Time To Live)).

All receivers send feedback, but representatives are the main source of
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ACK packets. To ensure scalability, the representatives have a probab

ility of 1/R to send an ACK, R being the number of representatives in

the set. In [5], DeLuciat et al. used R = 3 in their simulations. Non

representatives use probabilistic suppression as a backup, so the part of

the distribution tree not covered by a representative will also produce

feedback. In [5], the nonrepresentative receivers’ suppression timers

consist of two components. The first is a wait period, and the second

is a random suppression interval. The purpose of the wait period is

to allow time for representative feedback to traverse the group thereby

suppressing feedback from nonrepresentatives. The suppression timer

is supposed to space out feedback responses and allow probabilistic

suppression to reduce the amount of feedback. NACK messages are not

suppressed, since they are immediate indications of congestion.

Rate adjustment

At start up the sender sends with a predefined minimum rate. The rate

is not allowed to go beneath this rate at any time. As TCP, it starts with

a slowstart phase. Here the intention is to quickly find the available

bandwidth. The protocol goes into a congestion avoidance phase when

the first NACK is received. In this phase, the sender is monitoring the

network for signs of congestion. Let r be the rate, then adjustments are

done as follows:

• on session start, r = min_rate

• in slowstart phase

– every 4 · RTT ; r = r + 1
2
;

• in congestion avoidance phase

– on arriving ACK, no congestion; r = r + r
8
, only once every

2GRTT;

– on arriving ACK, with congestion; r = r − r
4
, up to once every

RTT

– on arriving NACK; r = r − r
2
;
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The information contained in the representative feedback is the basis of

congestion analyses. Two types of analyses are mentioned in [5]: rate

based and delaybased. The ratebased metric compares the rate which

packets are sent with the rate at which packets are received by a member

of the multicast group (i.e. the sender of the feedback). The delaybased

metric is inspired by TCP Vegas’ congestion avoidance mechanism [TCP

Vegas]. Here the amount of data queued in the network is the basis of

congestion detection. Let rttcurrent be the worst RTT the source meas

ured using the current feedback, rttmin the minimum RTT the source

has measured from feedback received so far and rate the current trans

mit rate. Then the amount of packets in the network (packetsqueued) is

given by:

packetsqueued =
(rttcurrent − rttmin) · rate

packet size
(4.13)

4.3.4 Local loss recovery

The authors of [39] take further advantage of the receiver groups. By

introducing a local recovery technique, they are able to tune their send

rate according to the fastest receiver in the group. However, they have to

use the slowest receiver group. Further, they let the source explicitly ask

a worstcase receiver group to merge with others or unsubscribe from

the multicast group. By doing this, they get rid of the worstcase receiver

group and the droptozero problem.

Feedback and grouping

The protocol in [39] differs from the two presented above, in the way that

it has no fixed number of receiver groups/representatives. In theory, it

can have an infinite number of receiver groups. Every receiver group

has its representative or group leader. The representatives are the only

source of feedback for the sender. It is possible to have receiver groups

with one member, the group leader. Each receiver in the receiver group

reports to the group leader about its status, such as what has been re

ceived and what has not. The group leader unites the status from all the

members and sends a group feedback signal. Losses are handled within

the receiver group if possible. Any member having a correctly delivered
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packet can do the retransmit. The local recovery process is overseen by

the group leader.

The receiver grouping process includes two phases: search and election.

When a multicast session begins, all the receivers estimate the cost that

may include the distance to the sender (RTT or number of hops), the

disk storage size and processing power. Then each receiver multicasts

its cost to the hole multicast group within a limited scope (TTL could be

used). At the end of the search phase, every receiver knows the cost of

all the receivers in their proximity. When the election process begins, the

receivers send a member join request to the receiver with the least cost.

If there are no other receivers with less cost within the search scope, the

receiver becomes the group leader of its group and responds to all the

member join requests with a join confirm message. If the search scope

is selected carefully, a proper group can be formed. Once the receiver

grouping is performed, the group leader coordinates the local recovery

process.

The local recovery and droptozeroelimination techniques introduced

in [39] are not connected to a specific method for receiver grouping. In

addition to the receiver grouping sketched above, [39] points to a few

other techniques. Here we will present two of these techniques [30, 14].

Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol

Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP) has been designed to al

leviate the ACK implosion problem by using a tree based hierarchical

approach. The key idea is to group receivers into local regions and to

use a designated receiver as a representative for the local region. The

designated receivers are chosen either manually or automatically based

on some information about the approximate location of receivers (to

pology detection are discussed in [34]). Both receivers and routers can

act as designated receivers. This makes the selection static. The “ACK

processor”, the designated receiver to which the receiver sends its ACKs

and depends on for retransmissions, is chosen dynamically. Each desig

nated router as well as the sender periodically sends a SEND_ACK_TOME

packet. These packets have a predetermined time to live (TTL) value
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equal for all senders. Since the TTL field is decremented in every router,

the receivers choose the sender of the packet with the largest TTL field

as their ACK processor. In this way, a local group will be formed around

each designated receiver. To use an analogy we could say that the ded

icated receivers are like bus stops. Selected close to where the receivers

are, but not too close. The AP selection will then be the method for

finding the nearest bus stop.

Local Group Concept

In [14], the Local Group Concept (LGC) is introduced. Here each com

munication participant decides on its own whether it is willing to be

a potential group controller (or representative). Receivers, routers and

dedicated systems can all be a group controller. Each group controller

periodically sends out LG_ADVERTISE messages. These messages are ad

dressed to a separate, groupspecific multicast address. Every receiver

maintains a table of reachable group controllers. When a LG_ADVERTISE

message is received, a host will add a new entry to the table or it will

update an existing one. Each entry represents a group controller and

indicates its error probability, the estimated number of hops between

the receiver and group controller as well as the size and the multicast

address of the local group, all contained in the LG_ADVERTISE message.

The entries are valid in an interval TVAL. If no new advertise message is

received within this interval, the entry is deleted. In [14], TVAL is sug

gested to be: TVAL ≈ (3 · TADV) + ε, where TADV is the time between

to successive messages. In this way, the protocol can sustain two lost

advertise messages in a row.

Every receiver maintains a redirect entry. This entry instructs where the

status reports should be directed. At startup, this entry is undefined,

and all status reports will be addressed to the source. A timer starts,

while the receiver collects advertise messages from the nearby (in hops)

group controllers. When the timer expires, the receiver evaluates all the

group controllers and sets its redirect entry to the estimated best group

controller. How to decide the best group controller is application de

pendent. Delay, bandwidth, throughput, error probability, carrier fees

and number of hops are all suitable metrics. A combination of some or

all of this is probably best. If no group controller answer to the demands
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dictated by the application, the receiver has two choices. Either it could

connect itself to the local group represented by the source or it could

appoint itself as a group controller.

During the lifetime of the multicast session, the local group will change.

A group controller could leave or a better suited receiver could join and

take over as group controller. Receivers periodically rate the suitability

of their current group controller. If the rating of another group con

troller exceeds the current group controller by a sufficient margin, the

redirect entry will be changed to point to the new group controller. A

margin is put in to the equation to avoid oscillatory change between local

groups. A newly defined group controller might get a rush of receivers

wanting to join, thus increasing its rating which again could cause fur

ther reconfigurations. Therefore, receivers delay spontaneous reconfig

uration for a random time to check the rating of a newly detected group

controller again. Receivers willing to take on the role as group controller

will consider their own rating when revising the current group control

ler. If its own rating is better than the current group controller by a

nonnegligible amount, it can advertise a new local group with itself as

group controller.

4.4 Layered congestion control schemes

The relationship between layers of different quality can be either cu

mulative or independent. In the cumulative case, each layer provides

refinement information to all the previous layers and the receiver must

subscribe to all groups to include the highest group. In the independ

ent case, each layer is independent and the receiver need only subscribe

to one group. This latter scheme is often called simulcast because the

source transmits multiple copies of the same signal simultaneously at

different rates (resulting in different qualities).
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4.4.1 Receiverdriven Layered Multicast

The Receiverdriven Layered Multicast protocol (RLM) [26] uses cumulat

ive layers. Cumulative layers are more bandwidth efficient than inde

pendent layers. Nevertheless, RLM is also capable of using independent

layers. The source takes no active role in the RLM protocol. It just

provides the information, and distributes it to the different multicast

groups. The key protocol machinery is run at each receiver. The receiv

ers are adapting to changing network conditions by dropping a layer on

congestion and adding a layer on spare capacity.

Congestion is easy for the receivers to detect. When lost packets and

degraded quality is detected in the data stream, this is taken as con

gestion. Spare capacity on the other hand is not that simple. The data

stream shows no signs when the path is underutilized other than the

lack of signs. The approach adopted in RLM is to carry out active exper

iments by spontaneous subscription to the next layer in the hierarchy

of layers. This is called a joinexperiment. If a joinexperiment causes

congestion, the receiver quickly drops the offending layer. On the other

hand, if no congestion occurs the receiver is one step closer to the op

timal operating point.

Joinexperiments may cause packet drops and thereby degrade quality

at the receiver. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the harm conflicted

by the joinexperiments on one side, and the protocols ability to track

changing network conditions on the other. RLM maintains a separate

jointimer for each level of subscription. These jointimers try to space

out the joinexperiments in time such that experiments are done infre

quently when it is likely to fail, but rapidly when it is likely to succeed.

To know when a joinexperiment has succeeded, we must know the time

between the layer is fully established and the time when the impact is

detected back at the receiver. In [26], they call this interval the detection

time. If a joinexperiment lasts longer than the detectiontime without

congestion occurring, the experiment is considered successful otherwise

it has failed. If an experiment fails, the timer for the level the experiment

started within is increased. How the timers (detection and jointimer)
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are adjusted is described below.

The detectiontimer

The detectiontimer reflects the latency between; the time at which a

local action is carried out (adding a layer) and the time at which im

pact of that action (congestion) is reflected back to the receiver. If a

new aggregate bandwidth exceeds the bottleneck link capacity with only

a small amount, a long time may pass before a queue builds up and

causes packet loss, much longer than the RTT. In [26], the detection

time estimator (mean and deviation) is initialised with a conservative

(i.e. large) value, and adapted using failed joinexperiments. Each time a

joinexperiment fails; the detectiontime estimator is fed the new latency

measurement. The measurement, Di, is passed trough firstorder low

pass filters with gains g1, g2:

• deviation:

σ̂D ← (1− g2)σ̂D + g2 | Di − T̂D | (4.14)

• mean:

T̂D ← (1− g1)T̂D + g1Di (4.15)

In the experiments done in [26], g1 = g2 = 0,25 is used as filter con

stants. The deviation is used in later computation concerning scalability

and has no effect on the detectiontimer. The detection timer is set to

the mean estimator.

The jointimer

There are two operations performed on jointimers: back off and relax

ation. Back off is performed when a joinexperiment fails and lengthens

the period between two successive experiments. During periods of steady

state behaviour (i.e. no congestion detection), relaxation shortens the

same period. Call the mean of the jointimer for levelk, T̂ kJ . Each timer

interval is chosen randomly from a distribution parameterised by T̂ kJ .
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When a joinexperiment fails, the jointimer is multiplicatively increased:

T̂ kJ ←min(αT̂ kJ , T̂
max
J ) (4.16)

where α > 1 is the back off parameter. In [26], α = 2 is suggested. There

is a roof on the timer (TmaxJ ) to ensure that a receiver will periodically

probe for spare bandwidth. In [26], 600 sec is set as the roof, but it is

a good idea to adjust the roof according to the number of receivers to

ensure scalability. Scalability is discussed later.

The jointimer undergoes relaxation during steady state. At each detection

timer interval without any congestion, the jointimer is decreased as fol

lows:

T̂ kJ ←max(βT̂ kJ , T
min
J ) (4.17)

Here β is the relaxation parameter and TminJ is the minimum jointimer

interval. In [26], these are suggested to β = 2

3
and T̂minJ = 5 seconds.

scalability

If each receiver carries out this adaptation algorithm independently, the

system scales poorly [26]. As the session membership grows, the total

frequency of joinexperiments increase. The time the network will be

congested due to these experiments will also increase. Moreover, meas

urement noise increases because experiments tend to interfere with each

other. If two receivers are running a joinexperiment at the same time

on different layers, the high level experiment may cause congestion, but

also cause the low level experiment to erroneously fail.

To reduce the individual joinexperiment rate will reduce the problem

but cause the receiver to adapt slower to free capacity in the network.

Shared learning is the solution proposed in [26]. Before a receiver con

ducts a joinexperiment, it notifies the entire group by multicasting a

message identifying the experiment layer. Thus, all receivers can learn

from other receivers’ failed joinexperiments. If the experiment is about

to fail (i.e. it causes congestion), packets will be dropped evenly across

all layers. Therefore, other receivers, knowing that an experiment was
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started, will know that the experiment failed. The success/failure de

cision is based on local observations, not on a global outcome. Hence, a

given experiment may succeed for some but fail for other receivers. This

learning process is conservative. Receivers back off their timer for the

experiment layer when experiments fail, but do not join the next layer

if no loss is detected during the detection interval. Experiments can

still overlap, but because receivers explicitly announce the start of each

experiment, suppressing the start of a new experiment when one is in

progress can substantially reduce the probability. In [26] an experiment

is considered in progress if the time since it started is no longer than:

k1T̂D + k2σ̂D (4.18)

In [26], the constants are k1 = 1 and k2 = 2.

If a droppreference scheme is used in the routers, i.e. packets are

dropped according to their level (higher levels first); this will interfere

with this method. Receivers on lower levels than the one experimented

on, will not see any packet loss, thus not know that the experiment

failed.

4.4.2 Destination Set Grouping

The Destination Set Grouping protocol (DSG) [4] uses independent lay

ers and single rate adjustment on each layer. A source maintains a small

number of video streams (typically 2 to 5), carrying the same video but

each targeted at receivers with different capabilities. Each stream is rate

adjusted, within prescribed limits, by feedback control from its receiver

group. Receivers may move among streams as their capabilities or the

capabilities of the network paths leading to them change. In [4], the DSG

protocol is said to improve fairness significantly at a small bandwidth

cost. Fairness in this context is achieved when each receiver receives a

stream with a quality that is proportionate its paths capabilities.

The DSG protocol is divided into two main components.

1. An intrastream protocol used by receivers listening to the same

stream to adjust the data rate of the stream within its given limits.
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2. An interstream protocol used by receivers to change to a higher or

lower quality stream as their needs change.

subsubsectionThe intrastream protocol The receivers estimate the state

of their video reception at one of three levels; unloaded, loaded and con

gested. How the estimate is computed is implementation specific, but in

[2] it is based on the packet loss rate. The sender estimates the num

ber of congested and unloaded receivers by using probabilistic methods

to send a poll message to a statistically chosen group of receivers. The

send rate is adjusted down if the fraction of congested receivers is above

a certain threshold. The sender only adjusts the send rate up if it is es

timated that all receivers are unloaded. The objective of the intrastream

protocol is to operate in a loaded state.

subsubsectionThe interstream protocol When a new receiver joins the

multicast group through the advertised multicast address (the slow or

medium group), it judges the quality of the stream. If the quality is not

satisfactory (either too much packet loss or free capacity), the receiver

attempts to change it through the intrastream protocol. However, if

this is not enough a different stream may be required. Changing to a

different stream can occur in one of three scenarios:

1. A stream is operating at its low quality end and some receivers

want to lower the quality further.

2. A stream is operating at its high quality end and some receivers

want even better quality.

3. A stream is operating with some receivers capable handling better

quality but have not been able to move the quality up because of

other low capacity receivers.

In the latter scenario, a receiver is allowed to move to another stream

without reaching the boarder capacity of its current stream. To determ

ine whether that receiver is capable of moving to a higher layered stream

is done by trial and error. If a receiver is not capable of receiving the

data rate at the next level, it will go into congested state and drag the

rate down for all the members of that multicast group. To prevent this,

DSG adopts a very conservative approach.
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First, group advancement is by invitation from the source only. There

fore, all receivers that would like to move to a higher quality stream do

so simultaneously (and those who have to return to the lower quality

stream, return simultaneously). This also allows the sender to vary the

amount of time between invitations. A long time period between invit

ations, gives fewer trialanderrors to potentially disturb the highend

receivers, but it will also lower the responsiveness of the protocol to

changing network conditions.

Second, a move to a higher layer is allowed under the following condi

tion:

Nunloaded ≥ τ1 ∧Ncongested ≤ τ2 (4.19)

where Nunloaded and Ncongested are the number of times the receiver has

returned the state unloaded and congested in a given decision period.

[4] suggests that the decision time to be the time between two consec

utive advance request invitations. τ1 and τ2 can be varied to make the

decision policy more or less conservative. To allow too many receivers

to try out a higher layer will increase the risk of making an erroneous

decision. However, a too conservative policy will hinder capable receiv

ers thus violate the fairness criterion. Empirically, [4] has found these

values to be sufficiently conservative:

τ1 =
Nreplies

5
, τ2 = 0 (4.20)

Here Nreplies is the total number of reply messages.

Third, a receiver that leaves a higher layer and joins a lower layer cannot

join the former layer for at least Nstay number of invitation periods.

This will prevent a receiver which has done an erroneous advancement

to repeat the mistake before a certain time has passed.

4.5 Evaluation

Here we present thoughts on the different techniques introduced above.

This section is not backed up by experiments or simulations other than

the ones done by the referenced papers in the above section.
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4.5.1 PGMCC

The sorting technique introduced by the PGMCC protocol has its strength

in its simplicity. However, to use just one representative (the acker)

makes the protocol vulnerable for mistakes. If the acker is chosen wrongly,

we will get many retransmissions, and thus reduce the performance of

the session. A burst of NACK packets will come in a time where the

network already is congested, thus making the conditions worse. Using

router support may reduce this problem.

A possibility, if information about the topology is available [34] and the

receivers are located in groups at different places, is to let PGMCC run

several sessions, one session with each location. This would minimise

the problem of uncorrelated losses.

Seen from the network administrators point of view, PGMCC has a good

feature in its ability to work without router support. Nevertheless, it can

take advantage of it if it is available.

The PGMCC protocol does not solve the “droptozero” problem. A re

ceiver joining from an extremely low bandwidth connection will severely

damage the performance of the session. Moreover, if a hostile receiver

is joining, sending NACK packets to take over the role as acker and then

force the send rate as low as possible.

The estimations of throughput are not perfect. The estimations for the

possible new acker are done on the background of one NACK packet.

Thus are not done on steady state behaviour.

4.5.2 A small number representative set

To choose a new representative among a congested sub tree, one would

preferably use the node at the end of the bottleneck. This could be done

by applying the techniques proposed in [34]. (The one at the end of the
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bottleneck will have the shortest RTT, thus it will reach the source first

and be the representative for this subtree.

To get a better estimate of the subtree with the least congestion prob

lems we could record the NACK rate, how often a representative has sent

NACK message during the last x packets.

The size of the representative set is critical for the performance of the

protocol. Too few will not cover all the subtrees facing congestion prob

lems, too many will give unnecessarily much feedback and just contrib

ute to the overhead of the protocol. To estimate the right amount of

representatives will not be easy in the case of Internet. To know the size

[38] and topology [34] of the group would make it easier to decide. How

ever, this will again affect the overhead.

This technique is vulnerable to the droptozero problem. There are no

countermeasures taken to prevent hostile receivers from reducing the

send rate to the lowest possible rate.

Since representative suppress ACK packets from other users, GRTT will

only be based on representatives RTT and RTT values from those not

covered by a representative.

For the probabilistic suppression to work the feedback must be broad

cast to all the members in the multicast group. This might be a problem

in the case of NACKs. When NACK is sent, it is an indication of that the

network might be in a congested state. To multicast the NACK packets

instead of unicasting it to the source will then make the situation worse.

We will get a vast amount of NACKs in the network in a time when we

would like the amount of traffic on the network to go down. This might

make the situation worse rather then better.
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4.5.3 Local loss recovery

Grouping tries to group together receivers that experience the same net

work conditions. To be able to tune your send rate to the fastest receiver

in a receiver group might not lead to a better performance. This because

you still need to use the slowest receiver group, and if they all suffer

from the same bottleneck link, the best receiver is not much better than

the worst receiver in this receiver group.

Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol

To statically select dedicated receivers will be good for some multic

ast sessions but not for others. If the receivers are distributed equally

across the topology, a static selection can give good results. On the other

hand, if receiver density for a multicast session is highly varying across

the topology, some designated receivers will not be used by any receiv

ers and others will be heavily loaded. The static selection of designated

receivers makes this an inappropriate receiver grouping mechanism for

the local recovery technique. A good side of this technique is that it is

simple and robust.

Local Group Concept

Every multicast session needs two multicast addresses, one for regular

communication and one for LG_ADVERTISE messages. This means that

the already restricted resource will be halved.

In LGC, [14] there is no restriction on the number of group controllers.

All the receivers can be their own local group. A malicious user might

start up its own group with itself as group controller. It doesn’t need

to issue LG_ADVERTISE messages, thus escapes the administration of a

group. It will not get any help in local recovery, so it might not be a good

idea. Furthermore, it could inflict the droptozero problem, affecting

the whole multicast session.
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4.5.4 Layered Congestion Control Schemes

The layered congestion control schemes move the complexity from the

congestion control algorithm to the source material encoding. To be

able to control the bit rate by subscribing or unsubscribe to layers, you

have to have a very fine tuned codex to get a smooth transition between

layers.

To vary the screen size of video or have a few layers with a high quality

difference between them, will probably disturb the user thus give a poor

user perceived quality.

On the other hand, a fine tuned layer scheme with many layers and a

smooth transition layer will give problems with the responsiveness. In a

long distance connection with congestion problems, it might not help to

unsubscribe to just one layer, and it might take to much time until the

users have unsubscribed to enough layers to fit the bandwidth available.
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Chapter 5

Project specifics

In this chapter, we will explain the specifics of this project. We will in

troduce all the different systems involved in the implementation of the

project and the design choices made.

The focus of this project is to try to optimise the grouping of the receiv

ers in a TCPfriendly multicast system for widearea video distribution.

To find what is the best grouping configuration, we start to discuss the

topology, then the multicast protocol we will use. We then continue with

the more technical choices we have made; which simulation program we

are going to use and the supporting tools for finding the best group con

figuration of the receivers. We will finish up with a section on Condor,

a tool for scheduling simulation jobs where there are idle hardware re

sources.

5.1 The network topology  BRITE

For the results of our project to be of any use, it needs to be based on a

network topology that shares its fundamental properties with the Inter

net topology. In other words, we need a topology that with a high degree

of certainty is represented in the reallife Internet. To help us achieve
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this we used BRITE [27].

BRITE or “the Boston university Representative Internet Topology gEn

erator” is a universal topology generator developed by scientists at the

Computer Science Department of Boston University. The reasons for this

choice are firstly that BRITE includes many generation models [27] in

one generator. This makes it easy to experiment with different types of

generation models. Secondly, BRITE also generates link attributes such

as bandwidth and delay in its topology generation. This is essential to

our project since we will look at the output quality in the receivers and

not the network itself. To satisfy the “widearea” factor of the project,

we need to manipulate the delay on at least some of the links. Thirdly,

BRITE provides an interface to our simulation program, the NS2, by auto

matically creating programming code. Thus, BRITE is a userfriendly to

pology generation tool that satisfies our demands. It is also shown in

[13] that the generation methods used by BRITE are capable of creating

network topologies that reproduce fundamental properties of the topo

logy of the Internet.

The network topologies used for our project has one requirement in

common: Since we study widearea video distribution, they all need

at least some receivers with a relatively large transmission time/delay.

Parts of the NS code for such a BRITE generated topology are shown in

Appendix B.

5.2 The multicast protocol  TFMCC

For our project, we choose the TFMCC[44, 22] or “TCP Friendly Multic

ast Congestion Control”. The choice of multicast protocol is made on

the bases of the information presented in the previous chapters. Other

deciding factors are the availability of an existing implementation in a

simulation program, and the amount of references to a protocol made

in articles and on the Internet.

We choose TFMCC because it seems to be the most referred to protocol,
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it has an implementation in NS2 and it uses techniques widely seen in

other protocols. However, since there was little comparative research

on the field, the selection is not scientifically based. The focus in this

project is not to find the best protocol but rather to find the best receiver

grouping for a multicast session. Therefore, the choice of protocol is not

as critical as the choice of topology.

5.3 The simulation program  NS2

“The Network Simulator”[19], also called NS2 or NS for short, is a simu

lator targeted at networking research. NS offers a wide range of simula

tion support for most kinds of scenarios, such as TCP, routing and mul

ticast protocols over both wired, local wireless and satellite networks.

NS is a result of an ongoing effort of research and development. Many

researchers around the world have used NS for there own research and

implemented their own ideas into the NS framework. These simulations

and implementations are often provided to the public through the Inter

net, thus vitalising both the NS as a research tool and the international

researcher community. The downside to this is that NS is not as pol

ished and finished as one could want.

NS2 is the second major iteration of a discreteevent network simulation

platform programmed in C++ and Object Tcl (OTcl). NS2 derives from

earlier work done on the “REAL network simulator” [17] and the NS1

simulator [19], and was first released in 1996. The major funding to the

NS2 development has been DARPA VINT (Virtual InterNetwork Testbed),

DARPA SAMAN (Simulation Augmented by Measurement and Analysis

for Networks) [20] and NSF CONSER (Collaborative Simulation for Edu

cation and Research) [18].

5.3.1 The inner workings of NS

At the core of NS is the simulator object. This is used to create network

nodes and define the network topology. NS is a discrete event simu
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lator, where the advance of time depends on the timing of events. These

events are controlled by a scheduler hold by the simulator object.

Scheduling of events

In the NSversion we use, there are four schedulers available. The four

differes in the data structure they use to organise the events. The list

scheduler implements a simple linkedlist, while the heap scheduler uses

a heap structure. With large number of events the heap is the fastest of

the two. This because the linked list is kept in timeorder and insertion

of new events means that the scheduler must seek through the list to

fine the correct spot in the timeline. On the other hand, if it is preferable

to keep the FIFO execution of simultaneous events (events scehduled to

execute on the same time), the heap cannot be used.

Chosen by default is the calendar queue[3] scheduler that uses a data

structure analogous to a oneyear desk calendar. One schedules an event

on a desk calendar by simply writing it on the appropriate page, one

page for each day. There may be several events scheduled on a partic

ular day, or there may be none. The earliest event on the calendar is

dequeued by scanning the page for today’s date and removing the earli

est event written on that page. In the computer implementation, each

page of the calendar is represented by a sorted linked list of the events

scheduled for that “day”/timeslot. An array containing one pointer for

each timeslot of the “year”/timeperiod is used to find the linked list for

a particular timeslot. Events can be scheduled for the next timeperiod

by making the calendar circular. If today is December 5, then one can

schedule an event for November 12 of next year by simply flipping back

to November 12 on the present calendar and writing the event on that

page. Upon dequeueing the last event of the current timeperiod, one

moves back to the first timeslot and begins dequeueing events sched

uled for next timeperiod. The same calendar can be used indefinitely.

The fourth scheduler is the realtime scheduler. This tries to synchron

ize the execution of events with realtime. This scheduler is, as this is

written, still under development, but is used to introduce a simulated
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network into a realworld topology to experiment with easily configured

network topologies, crosstraffic, etc. This only works for relatively slow

network traffic data rates, as the simulator must be able to keep pace

with the realworld packet arrival rate.

In our project, we use the default calendar queue scheduler.

Creating the network

To create a network in ns, we need nodes (with agents) and links. All are

created from the simulator object. Nodes are by default unicast nodes,

so remember to multicast enable the simulation object.

Each node has an address, a list of neighbours, a list of agents and a

routing model. The routing model has three function blocks: (1) A rout

ing agent that exchanges routing packets with neighbours. (2) The router

logic, which uses the information gathered by routing agents to perform

the actual route computation. And (3) classifiers that use the computed

routing table to perform packet forwarding.

In our project we only use the simple, pointtopoint links. But ns sup

ports a variety of other media, including an emulation of a multiaccess

LAN using a mesh of simple links, and other true simulation of wireless

and broadcast media. When a simple pointtopoint link is created, the

bandwidth and delay characteristics of the link are specified. The link

object is composed of different connectors. A connector will receive a

packet, perform some function and deliver the packet to its neighbour

connector or drop it. Different connectors do different jobs. Some con

nector examples are: A “DynaLink” checks if the link is up or down. A

“DealyLink” connector, models the links delay and bandwidth character

istics. “TTLChecker” decrements a packets’ TTL field and forwards it if

the result is a positive number. “Queue” connectors model the output

buffers that’s attached to a link in a reallife network router. In NS, they

are a part of the link and not the router. The link objects can also report

all packets delivered to and from the link and all packets dropped by the

link.
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Agents/endpoints

Agents represent endpoints where networklayer packets are construc

ted or consumed, and are used in the implementation of protocols at

various layers. The NS installation comes with agents corresponding to

the most widespread protocols on the Internet. Additionally, scientists

and researchers all over the world have implemented their protocols as

NSagents. Our project uses such an agent [16].

5.3.2 The NS configuration of our project

In our NS simulations, we used the NS implementation of the TFMCC

protocol [16]. This protocol is tested with ns2.1b8a and ns2.1b7, but

working with the simulator showed that the nsallinone2.26 install

ation packet where preferable due to complications with the earlier ver

sions.

The OTcl configuration file for our NS simulations can be seen in Ap

pendix A.

5.4 GPC++  finding the optimal parameter con

figuration

The amount of possible grouping configurations is enormous. To find

the optimal grouping configuration by simulating the whole space of

possibilities is therefore not possible within the time span of a master

project. If we should have simulated every possibility, we would have

to simulate every permutation of the receivers with the receiver groups,

and redone this every time we changed the number of receiver groups

to use. We therefore tried to let GPC++[12] do the job.

“Genetic Programming in C++”, or GPC++, is a public domain multipur

pose genetic programming kernel. It provides a software library and a
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predefined object oriented class hierarchy that easily can be adapted to

a wide range of problems that make use of the genetic programming

technique.

Genetic programming is a further extension to the complexity of evolving

structures. Within the genetic programming system, the structures un

dergoing adaptation are hierarchical computer programs. The size, shape

and structure of the solution as a genetic program is left unspecified and

is found by using genetic programming operators. The processes, which

make up a complete run of genetic programming, can be divided into a

number of sequential steps:

1. Create a random population of programs using the “genes” provided

by the user.

2. Evaluate each program assigning a fitness value according to a user

defined fitness function that measures the ability of the program

to solve the problem.

3. Using some of the reproduction techniques predefined by GPC++

to copy existing programs into the new generation.

4. Genetically recombine the new population with the crossover func

tion from a randomly chosen set of parents.

5. Repeat steps 2 onward for the new population until a prespecified

termination criterion has been satisfied or a fixed number of gen

erations has been completed.

6. The solution to the problem is the genetic program with the best

fitness within all the generations.

The creation of a genetic program is the combination of the “genes”

defined by the user. There can be two types of genes. If the gene is

dependent on other genes (it has arguments), it is placed in the set of

function genes. If the gene is independent of others (it has no argu

ments), it is placed in the set of terminal genes. When genes from both

sets are combined into a genetic program they will be represented in a

tree structure where the function genes are crossroads and the terminal

genes are the end nodes. This is depicted in figure 5.2.
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5.4.1 Our Genetic Programming

In our project, we have three distinct function genes and two types of

terminal genes.

The function genes are named SplittNoGroup, SplittAndGroup and Group.

The SplittNoGroup has two arguments and graphically it does exactly

what it says; it splits the tree into two branches. The SplittAndGroup

does the same as SplittNoGroup, but additionally it marks the crossroad

with a new group. This means that all the nodes after this crossroad be

longs to this group (if not another SplittAndGroup gene is further down

one of the branches, that will trump the higher level gene and set up an

other group). The third gene, Group, takes one argument and sets up a

new group without dividing the tree branch. The idea behind the Group

gene is that it will be easier for GPC++ to substitute one subtree for

another. In other words, it is a good chance that a well functioning mul

ticast group (subtree) will survive the evolution. The experiments will

show if we get best result with all three genes or just the SplittNoGroup

combined with one of the other genes. A graphic representation of the

three function genes can be seen in figure 5.1.

The terminal genes are many, but there are two kinds of genes. The

main terminal genes are the receiver genes. Every receiver in the net

work topology is represented in GPC++ by its own gene. If you have 100

receivers in your NS multicast simulation, you will have 100 different

terminal genes.

In addition to the receiver genes, we have a Dummy gene. The dummy

gene is like a receiver gene that doesn’t represent any receiver. Adding a

dummy gene was motivated by reducing the amount of receivers ending

up in several different groups. In a TFMCC multicast scenario, you don’t

want a receiver to subscribe to more than one group (in a layered mul

ticast scheme it is of course different). The idea is that evolution over

time will substitute the unwanted receiver genes with the Dummy gene.

A graphical representation of the terminal genes is shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The function genes and terminal genes available
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5.4.2 Mapping a Genetic Program to NS simulations

When the genes are provided to GPC++, we end up with a set of Genetic

Programs. These programs needs to be interpreted into a NS simulation

in order to get the simulation result that eventually will be given back

to GPC++ for computation of the Fitness value. The fitness value will

then be the base for the evolution into the next generation of Genetic

Programs.

To explain how our Genetic Programs are mapped into a multicast scen

ario and a NS simulation, we will use a fictional Genetic Program as an

example. The Genetic Program example uses all three functional genes,

has six receiver genes and the Dummy gene. You can see the graphical

representation of the example in figure 5.2.

To keep track of which group the individual receivers are associated

with, we introduce an array called SimKey (simulation key). The SimKey

array is exactly as large as the number of receivers, so in our case the

SimKey has six spaces. Every position in the SimKey has the value zero

before we start traversing the tree.

When we traverse the tree, starting with the root node, and meet a Split

tAndGroup or a Group gene, we increase the group number for all the

lower level nodes on the same branch. Then when we get to a terminal

gene, we always know the group number it will be associated with. The

first terminal gene we get to is the lower left; receiver gene number six.

Along the way, we have had two SplittAndGroup genes, so receiver gene

six will be associated with multicast group number two. We therefore

give the value two to the sixth space in SimKey meaning that node six

will be in group two.

We also see that node three will be in group two along with node six.

However, farther along we meet terminal gene three again. This time the

position three in the SimKey array is already assigned a value, meaning

it is previously placed in a multicast group. The situation here is that a

receiver tries to subscribe to two multicast groups simultaneously. This
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Figure 5.2: An example of a genetic program tree
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is not desirable, so we give this Genetic Program a penalty. We discard

the attempt of terminal gene three to register in group one and increase

the penalty variable tor this genetic program by one. When we later get

the Fitness value, we add five percent extra per registered penalty. The

penalty will hopefuly motivate GPC++ to reduce the amount of double

subscriptions. Furthermore, we only add the penalty to the GPC++ part

of the system. The penalties have no effect on finding the lowest simu

lation value, i.e. finding the best simulation.

After the tree traversal, the SimKey array has the following values: [132002].

We see that the terminal genes number four and five are not represented

in our Genetic Program, thus the slot number four and five have the val

ues zero. In our design model, we have decided that every receiver with

no group is its own group. We therefore have to run trough the SimKey

and assign all zeros to another value; here number four will be assigned

four and number five, five.

While we run through the SimKey array, there is one more thing to con

sider. Since a NS simulation is taking so much time, we wouldn’t want to

simulate more scenarios than necessary. To avoid simulating the same

permutation twice, we will have to sort the SimKey values in ascending

order. If not, we could end up simulating two identical scenarios with

the only difference being that two or more of the multicast groups has

switched group numbers. After this operation, the SimKey will be as fol

lows: [012342]

The SimKey will then be checked against a hash table (with the SimKey,

012342, as the hash key). If the hash table returns a value, it means

that this configuration is already simulated. If penalties are to be given

to this Genetic Program, this is added to the return value. It is then

given to GPC++ as the Fitness value and no simulation is necessary. On

the other hand, if there is no hit in the hash table we automatically

generate NS code representing the simulation scenario of this SimKey.

In this case placing receiver one, two, four and five in their individual

multicast group and receivers three and six in the same multicast group.

Then the NS simulation is started by GPC++ (throug Condor) and the

simulation result stored in the hash table (again with SimKey as the hash

key). Finally penalties are added and the result given to GPC++ as the
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Fitness value.

5.4.3 The fitness evaluation function

How the Genetic Programs are evolving, and thus how the endresult

will turn out, depends heavily on the fitness evaluation function. The

bases of the fitness function are the measurements done in every re

ceiver node. The fitness function used in our project is based on meas

urements of bandwidth and goodput and is as follows (where W is a

weight between 0 and 1, and Nfitness is the fitness value of one node):

Nfitness = W ·
packet loss rate

bandwith
+ (1−W) · max video rate

bandwith
(5.1)

The function tries to balance two forces. The first part tries to minimize

the packet loss, while the second tries to maximize the throughput.

Lets look at the first part of the function; Here we measure the packet

loss in kB/sec and divide it by the bandwidth our application is using

(also measured in kB/sec). As stated above, we here try to limit the loss

ratio of the application. The only way we can minimize the packet loss

in our scenario is by reducing the amount of packets sent by the source

node. Since we are talking about a videoondemand system, it would be

unfair to reduce the send rate uniformly in every multicast group (every

one would get lower quality). The only other option is then to limit the

amount of multicast groups. Fewer groups mean fewer packets. The

loss per bandwidth part of the equation will therefore keep the number

of multicast groups down. The result from the first part of the equation

will optimally be zero.

The second part of the equation uses a nominal bandwidth for the video,

set to 100 kB/sec (or 800 kb/sec). This constant, representing the videos

best quality, is then divided by the applications measured bandwidth.

This part of the equation is aimed at maximizing the throughput in the

individual receiver nodes. If a receiver with high bandwidth capacity is

set to be in the same multicast group as a receiver with low bandwidth
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capacity, the simulation will get unfavourable scores from both receiv

ers. Thus, the most favourable score is obtained when the number of

groups with both high and low capacity receivers, is low. The result

from the second part of the equation will, seen from the receiver, optim

ally be one.

If we put a cost on every packet sent by the source node, we can see the

first part of the equation as the movie distributors wish to keep there

cost down. The latter can bee translated to the customers demand for

high quality video. A good balance between the two will keep both the

customers and the investors happy.

When the simulation is over and every node has computed its result,

we compute the average result for every multicast group. To find the

final score, or the fitness value, of this scenario/Genetic program, we

find the average result among all the multicast groups. The Genetic Pro

grams with the lowest fitness value are favoured by the genetic selection

algorithms. A mathematical notation of the process of combining all ob

servations into one value is given here (N is a value connected to a node

while G is a value connected to a group):

Gfitness =
∑n
i=0Nfitness(i)

Gsize
(5.2)

Fitness =
∑n
i=0Gfitness(i)

number of groups
(5.3)

As we want to investigate the performance in a steady state environ

ment, we don’t do measurements before the slow start period of the

protocols (TFMCC and bacground noise) are over.

5.5 Computer resources  Condor

In this project, a single NS simulation can take from several hours to

a day to finish, depending on the amount of nodes and the amount of
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background traffic used. The genetic method we use to find the best

multicast groups is configured to use populations of 100 genetic pro

grams and run for 20 generations. That means 2000 Genetic Programs.

It is only a small percentage of these Genetic Programs that needs to

be simulated, but it is clear that this will take a considerable amount of

time and computer resources. To avoid to block a computer for several

days and to avoid the risk of computer failure after days of computing,

we use Condor.

Condor offers a highthroughput computing environment. In contrast to

highperformance computing environments that deliver a large amount

of power over a short period of time, a highthroughput computing en

vironment delivers large amounts of computational power over a long

period of time.

A key to high throughput is the efficient use of available resources. In

most clusters with personal computers or user terminals, machines sit

idle for long periods of time. Condor takes this wasted computation

time and puts it to good use. For instance, Condor can be configured

to only use desktop machines where the keyboard and mouse are idle.

Should Condor detect that a machine is no longer available (such as a

key press detected), in many circumstances Condor is able to transpar

ently produce a checkpoint and migrate a job to a different machine that

otherwise would be idle.

Condor can make checkpoints from all code that can be relinked with

the Condor libraries. A checkpoint is the complete set of information

that comprises a program’s state. Given a checkpoint, a program can use

the checkpoint to resume execution. For longrunning computations, the

ability to produce and use checkpoints can save days, or even weeks of

accumulated computation time. If a machine crashes, or must be re

booted for an administrative task, a checkpoint preserves computation

already completed. In this way, the job can be continued on another ma

chine (of the same platform); this is known as process migration.

Not all jobs can run on all machines and not every machine can run every

job. Condor therefore has a mechanism to match jobs to suitable ma
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chines, called ClassAds. The ClassAd mechanism in Condor provides an

extremely flexible and expressive framework for matching resource re

quests (jobs) with resource offers (machines). Jobs can easily state both

job requirements and job preferences. Likewise, machines can specify

requirements and preferences about the jobs they are willing to run.

A big benefit with the Condor system is that source code does not have

to be modified in any way to take advantage of these benefits. The only

requirement is to relink the code with the condor library to get the

checkpoint ability.

When we submit jobs to Condor, Condor places them into a queue. When

Condor schedules a job, it is executed on a remote machine within the

pool of machines available to Condor and based upon the hardware and

software requirements of the job. While the jobs are running, Condor

carefully monitors their progress, and ultimately informs us upon com

pletion.

In this project, we run the GPC++ program as an ordinary job but starts

each NS simulation as a Condor job. This because the Condor version

we used couldn’t handle system calls that generated new processes, like

the “system( )” call that we use frequently.



Chapter 6

Results and evaluation

In this chapter, we will present the results of our project and discuss the

projects positive and negative effects.

6.1 Results

I am sad to say that our research hasn’t produced any results. As we

went from testing to fullscale simulation, we found that something in

side the GPC++ implementation breaks down. It causes the whole pro

cess to stop during the first generation if our population size is bigger

than just a few genetic programs. The flaw seams to lie deep inside the

GPC++ system. Since the error accurse on different places in the system

each run, it is difficult to locate and correct the problem.

Since the resources allocated to this project ran out, we had no other

choice than to take our losses and sum up without the results. This

decision was not taken lightly but was nevertheless necessary.
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6.2 Evaluation

The project has been focusing on a videoondemand application. These

applications and other forms of streaming applications are becoming

more frequent and more commonly available in today’s Internet. The

questions that this project tried to find answers to are therefore still in

teresting. To safely deploy multicast onto the Internet, we need good

solutions to the congestion control problem. A big help in solving that

problem would be to know what good receiver groping is. The setup of

this project could, had it seen its conclusion, have been a step towards

answering that question.

The weakness of the project lay therefore not in its theoretical work but

in the practical programming of the simulation environment. Seen in

hindsight, an earlier fullscale test of the GPC++ system would have re

vealed our weak spot. Then we might have had resources available to

find the error or switch to another genetic programming system.

On the other hand, by programming with reuse in mind, all the different

parts can be substituted with not too much effort. The NS simulations

are tested and have been proven to work well. The Tcl script used to set

up our NS simulation is designed to use the automatically created Tcl

file from the BRITE topology generator (with only small adjustments).

The NS simulations can therefore be used with your topology of choice.

The GPC++ and the NS simulations are communicating through ordinary

text files. This means that the NS simulations and the GPC++ system

are handling the results independently and they are not deeply inter

twined. If a new genetic programming environment is moulded with use

of the thoughts presented in this paper, the NS simulations are reusable.

A conclusion is therefore that the project was based on an interesting

question and a platform that could have given some insight on the an

swer. The project was not finished, due to late detection of a weakness

in the genetic programming environment chosen.
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‘We could have chosen a few specific senarios and simulated those. Then

the prodject would have hade some results to conclude on. I have de

cided not to do this because we then would have mixed a thouroug prod

ject with weak results. The report would have given legitimacy to such

results and therefore possibly do more harm than good. I therefore

prefer to be honest and say; “we tied, but didn’t make it”.
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Appendix A

NS setup file

This is the file that controls the configuration of the network traffic and

thereby the set up of the experiment. It uses the topology generated

from BRITE and a group topology generated from GPC++.

#NB! If the interpreter doesn’t like the BRITE generated file:

#1: Put in a space between the procname and the inputvariables:

# proc <name> {} {

#2: Put in a semicolon at the end of the procedure. Tcl must have

# semicolone if the line ends with a comment.

#3: The node array, n, is neaded outside create_topology and shold

# be added as a globel variable:

# global ns n

#override TFMCC simulation internal constants

Agent/TFMCC set printStatus_ 0

Agent/TFMCCSink set printStatus_ 0

#constants

#the simulation stops after end_sim simulation seconds

set end_sim 35.0;

#the source start sending at this time:

set start_sending 0.2;

#the receivers start listening at this time:

set start_listening 0.5;
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#count variables

set tfmcc_num 0; #counts the number of TFMCC sender agents

set tfmcc_recv_num 0; #counts the number of TFMCC receiver agents

set udp_num 0; #counts the number of UDP agents

set fid 0; #flow id

#loading sourcecode generated from BRITE (create_topology,

# extract_leaf_nodes, extract_nonleaf_nodes)

if {$argc > 1} {

set topology [lindex $argv 0]

source $topology

set grouping [lindex $argv 1]

source $grouping

}

else {

puts "\nusage> ns <setup script> <(BRITE)topology script>

<NS groupconfig file>\n\n"

puts "info > Thise program is constructed for use with

the BRITE topology generator. Please provide a file

with the create_topology procedure. \n"

puts "info > For more information,

see http://www.cs.bu.edu/brite/ \n"

exit 1

}

#creating a simulator with node and link

# enhancements for multicast

set ns [new Simulator multicast on]

#opens write file for trace

#set f [open out.tr w]

#$ns traceall $f

#set nf [open out.nam w]

#$ns namtraceall $nf

#clean up at end of simulation

proc finish {} {

global ns

# global nf f

$ns flushtrace
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# close $f

# close $nf

# puts "running nam ...."

# exec nam out.nam &

# puts "...exit!"

exit 0

}

#setup topology (method autocreated from BRITE)

create_topology

#set all nodes to be multicast nodes

set mproto DM

set mrthandle [$ns mrtproto $mproto {}]

#setup connections

proc setupTFMCC {start stop snode} {

global ns tfmcc tfmcc_num fid

#allocate a multicast address

set TFMCCgroup [Node allocaddr]

#create a new TFMCC agent in the next free array posittion

set tfmcc($tfmcc_num) [new Agent/TFMCC]

# puts "setupTFMCC group: $tfmcc($tfmcc_num)

# is group nr $tfmcc_num"

#setting the agents variables

$tfmcc($tfmcc_num) set fid_ $fid; #flow id

$tfmcc($tfmcc_num) set dst_addr_ $TFMCCgroup

$tfmcc($tfmcc_num) set dst_port_ 0

#attach the agent to the spesified node

$ns attachagent $snode $tfmcc($tfmcc_num)

#set the simulation events

#traffic starts at "start" and stops at "stop"

$ns at $start "$tfmcc($tfmcc_num) start";

$ns at $stop "$tfmcc($tfmcc_num) stop";

# puts "setupTFMCC source: $snode

# of group: $tfmcc($tfmcc_num)"

incr tfmcc_num

incr fid
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return $tfmcc([expr $tfmcc_num1])

}

proc setupTFMCCSink {start stop snode rnode} {

global ns tfmcc_sink tfmcc_recv_num

#find the address of the multicast group

set TFMCCgroup [$snode set dst_addr_]

#create a new TFMCCSink agent in the next free array posittion

set tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) [new Agent/TFMCCSink]

# puts "setupTFMCCSink sinkagent: $tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num)"

#setting the agents variables

$tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) set dst_addr_ [$snode set agent_addr_]

$tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) set dst_port_ [$snode set agent_port_]

$tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) set recv_id_ $tfmcc_recv_num

#attach the agent to the spesified node

$ns attachagent $rnode $tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num)

#set the simulation events

$ns at $start "$rnode joingroup

$tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) $TFMCCgroup"

# if { $rnode == "_o109" } {

# $ns at 3.0 "$tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) stop;

# $rnode leavegroup

# $tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) $TFMCCgroup"

# } else {

$ns at $stop "$tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) stop;

$rnode leavegroup

$tfmcc_sink($tfmcc_recv_num) $TFMCCgroup"

# }

# puts "setupTFMCCSink $snode > $rnode"

incr tfmcc_recv_num

return $tfmcc_sink([expr $tfmcc_recv_num1])

}

proc setupPARETOnoise {start stop snode rnode} {

global ns udp_num udp null pareto

#create new UDP sender agent and NULL reseiver agnet

set udp($udp_num) [new Agent/UDP]

set null($udp_num) [new Agent/Null]

$ns attachagent $snode $udp($udp_num)
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$ns attachagent $rnode $null($udp_num)

#creating traffic with an PARETO application

set pareto($udp_num) [new Application/Traffic/Pareto]

$pareto($udp_num) attachagent $udp($udp_num)

$ns connect $udp($udp_num) $null($udp_num)

#setting simulation events

$ns at $start "$pareto($udp_num) start"

$ns at $stop "$pareto($udp_num) stop"

incr udp_num

return $udp([expr $udp_num1])

}

proc backtraffic {} {

global n start_sending end_sim

set y [expr [array size n]1]

for {set i 1} {$i < [expr [array size n]1]} {incr i} {

if {[expr $i != $y]} {

setupPARETOnoise $start_sending $end_sim $n($i) $n($y)

set y [expr $y  1]

}

}

}

#setting up the groups/endtoend traffic

groupconfig

#puts "setup multicast DONE"

#setting up background traffic

backtraffic

#puts "setup noise DONE"

#events

$ns at $end_sim "finish"

#start simulation

#puts "start..."

$ns run
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Appendix B

BRITE generated NS topology

The code is shortened to save space, but the used BRITE parameters is

printed in the file header. Use these to generate a working file.

# Export from BRITE topology

# Generator Model Used: Model (6  BottomUp): 31 1 2 2 10.0 1024.0

#Model (11  RTGLP): 154 1000 100 1 2 1 10.0 1024.0

# 0.44999998807907104 0.6399999856948853

proc create_topology {} {

global ns n

#nodes:

set num_node 154

for {set i 0} {$i < $num_node} {incr i} {

set n($i) [$ns node]

}

#links:

set qtype DropTail

$ns duplexlink $n(0) $n(1) 303.3622501886198Mb

2.700200835551637ms $qtype

$ns duplexlink $n(0) $n(13) 131.29096680292798Mb

1.8446577010182617ms $qtype
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$ns duplexlink $n(0) $n(3) 650.642166500725Mb

1.6448870460632563ms $qtype

$ns duplexlink $n(0) $n(22) 879.6922356591971Mb

2.8424456468915618ms $qtype

...

$ns duplexlink $n(153) $n(30) 853.9994616881413Mb

2.3143147121404617ms $qtype

$ns duplexlink $n(153) $n(20) 846.3239159015814Mb

1.0748944465421701ms $qtype

}; #end function create_topology

#extract_leaf_nodes: array with smallest degree nodes

proc extract_leaf_nodes {} {

# minimum degree in this graph is: 2.

set leaf(0) 57

set leaf(1) 61

set leaf(2) 65

set leaf(3) 71

...

set leaf(74) 152

set leaf(75) 153

}; #end function extract_leaf_nodes

#extract_nonleaf_nodes: array with nodes which have degree > 2

proc extract_nonleaf_nodes {} {

set non_leaf(0) 0 #deg=32

set non_leaf(1) 1 #deg=54

set non_leaf(2) 2 #deg=35

set non_leaf(3) 3 #deg=18

...

set non_leaf(76) 87 #deg=3

set non_leaf(77) 92 #deg=3

}; #end function extract_nonleaf_nodes
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Example of dynamically created

receiver groups

This file is an example of a TFMCC group structure generated from one

genetic program in GPC++. This particular file specifies 12 groups with

most groups only having one single member.

proc groupconfig {} {

global end_sim start_sending start_listening n

set source0000 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0000 $n(1)

set source0001 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0001 $n(2)

set source0002 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0002 $n(3)

set source0003 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0003 $n(4)

set source0004 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0004 $n(5)

set source0005 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0005 $n(6)

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0004 $n(7)

set source0006 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0006 $n(8)

set source0007 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]
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setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0007 $n(9)

set source0008 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0008 $n(10)

set source0009 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0009 $n(11)

set source0010 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0010 $n(12)

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0000 $n(13)

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0002 $n(14)

set source0011 [setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]

setupTFMCCSink $start_listening $end_sim $source0011 $n(15)

}
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Alterations to the NS TFMCCSink

agent

Presented here are the alterations made to the NS receiver agents. The

alterations are done to supply the necessary measurements to the GPC++

fitnessfunction. These changes are all done in the file

ns2.26/mcast/tfmccsink.cc.

D.1 Variables

In the header file ns2.26/mcast/tfmccsink.h, add the following

variables:

class TfmccSinkAgent : public Agent {

protected:

...

/*my_simulation*/

int updatequeue(int seqno_received);

bool is_duplicat(hdr_tfmcc *tfmcch);

void loss_registration(hdr_tfmcc *tfmcch);

int goodput; //value in kB

int bandwidth; //value in kB

int loss; //packetloss in number of packets
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double time_start, time_stop;

int seqno_received;

struct seqno_queue {

int seqno;

struct seqno_queue *next;

};

struct seqno_queue* queue;

int first_received;

double slowstart_tresh;

/*my_simulation_end*/

...

}

And set the correct values in the constructor of the TFMCC receiver

agent:

TfmccSinkAgent::TfmccSinkAgent() : Agent(PT_TFMCC_ACK) {

...

/*my_simulation*/

goodput = 0; //all nonduplicate pacets (in kBytes)

bandwidth = 0; //all packets received (in kBytes)

loss = 0; //count the lost packets

time_start = 0;

time_stop = 0;

seqno_received = 0;

first_received = 0;

slowstart_tresh = 12; //no mesurements before slowstart_tresh sec

/*my_simulation end*/

...

}

D.2 Packet loss

To ceep track of lost packets, add this method:

/*
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* my_simulation: loss_registration() checks packets and count losses.

*/

void TfmccSinkAgent::loss_registration(hdr_tfmcc *tfmcch) {

if(first_received == 0) { //the first packet received

first_received = 1;

seqno_received = tfmcch>seqno;

return;

}

if(tfmcch>seqno == seqno_received+1) { //the next expected packet

seqno_received ++;

return;

}

if(tfmcch>seqno < seqno_received){ //packet out of order counted as lost

loss ;

return;

}

//we have lost one or more packets

int tmp = (tfmcch>seqno  seqno_received  1);

loss += (tfmcch>seqno  seqno_received  1);

seqno_received = tfmcch>seqno;

}

D.3 When receiving packets

When a packet is received, the recv() method is called. At the start of

that method I have added this code:

/*

* Receive new data packet.

*/

void TfmccSinkAgent::recv(Packet *pkt, Handler *) {

...

/*my_simulation*/

if(tfmcch>timestamp > slowstart_tresh){//no measurs in slowstart

if(time_start == 0) {//time interval starts at send time

time_start = tfmcch>timestamp;

}
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/*if(!(is_duplicat(tfmcch))){

goodput += 1; //each TFMCC packet is 1000 Bytes

}*/

loss_registration(tfmcch);

bandwidth += 1; //each TFMCC packet is 1000 Bytes

}

/*my_simulation_end*/

...

}

D.4 At simulation stop

When the NS simulation is stopped, the stop() method of every (TFMCC

receiver) agent is called. Her we add code to sum up the measurements

and write them to file.

void TfmccSinkAgent::stop() {

...

/*my simulation*/

double interval;

double b, l;

time_stop = Scheduler::instance().clock();

interval = time_stop  time_start;

b = bandwidth/interval; //bandwidth in kB/s

l = loss/interval; //loss in kB/s

double v1, v2, result;

double w = 0.5;

// NB! changes to b_v_r must be mirrored in tcpf.cc WIDEO_BANDWITH

double best_video_rate = 50; //in kB/s

//calculation of fitness value

/*calculation three*/

if(b == 0){
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v1 = 0;

v2 = 0;

}

else {

v1 = l/b;

v2 = best_video_rate/b;

}

result = w*v1 + (1w)*v2;

//append result to file

FILE *fp = fopen("tmp_tfmccSim.txt","a");

//Format: recv_id,loss,bandwith,result

fprintf(fp, "%i,%f,%f,%f\n", recv_id, l, b, result);

fclose(fp);

/*my simulation end*/

}

D.5 Duplicate packets

This methods are used to check if a packet is previously received. The

methods are not necesary in this experiment as the TFMCC protocol im

plemented in NS doesn’t send duplicats. I provide it here in case it will

become necessary to use in the future.

/*

* my_simulation: is_duplicate(..) finds out wether the

* inncomming packet is a duplicat or not

* (duplicates dont count in the goodput variable)

*/

bool TfmccSinkAgent::is_duplicat(hdr_tfmcc *tfmcch) {

if(first_received == 0) { //the first packet received

first_received = 1;

seqno_received = tfmcch>seqno;

return false;

}

if(tfmcch>seqno == seqno_received+1) { //the next expected packet

seqno_received = updatequeue(seqno_received+1);
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return false;

}

if(tfmcch>seqno <= seqno_received){ //previesly received packet

return true;

}

else { //packet out of order

struct seqno_queue *tmp = queue;

while(tmp != NULL) {

if(tmp>seqno == tfmcch>seqno){ //duplicate

return true;

}

tmp = tmp>next;

}

//not previously received

struct seqno_queue* sqp =

(struct seqno_queue*)malloc(sizeof(struct seqno_queue));

sqp>seqno = tfmcch>seqno;

sqp>next = queue;

queue = sqp;

return false;

}

}

/*

* my_simulation: updatequeue(..) take out the

* consecutive sequense numbers. It operates by

* calling itself untill its done

*/

int TfmccSinkAgent::updatequeue(int seqno_received) {

struct seqno_queue *tmp = queue;

struct seqno_queue **tmp2 = &queue;

while (tmp != NULL) {

if(tmp>seqno == seqno_received+1) {

*tmp2 = tmp>next;

free(tmp);

return updatequeue(tmp>seqno);

}

tmp2 = &tmp>next;
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tmp = tmp>next;

}

return seqno_received;

}
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Appendix E

The genetic programming code

This is the GPC++ code. When a generation is completed, the code writes

a NS file to simulate the groups proposed by each genetic program. Then

Condor is given the job of running the simulation, before the results are

red from file and the fitnessfunction is computed to evaluate the genetic

program in question.

E.1 Declarations

// Define function and terminal identifiers

const int SPLITTnoGROUP = 0;

const int SPLITTandGROUP = 1;//const int GROUP = 1;

const int ENDDUMMY = 2;

int* NODES; //get right values in main()

int NUMNODES = 0; //get right value from startup line

int NUMFUNCTIONS = 2; //SPLITTnoGROUP and SPLITTandGROUP/GROUP

int DUMMY = 1; //a dummy endgene

int LARGESTGROUPID = 0;

//double ONENODE_TWOGROUPS = 100;

int DOUBLEGROUPED = 0;

double VIDEO_BANDWITH = 100; //kB/s = 800 kb/s
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int NUMGROUPS = 0;

int* BEST_SIMKEY;

double BEST_SIMVALUE = 5001;

double WEIGHT = 0.5; // WEIGHT*(goodput/bandwith)

// + (1WEIGHT)(goodput/video)

//simulation files (* only default values)

char* NS_F = "nsTFMCC_pareto.tcl"; //the simulation setup

char* TOPOLOGY_F = "brite.tcl"; //the Brite created topology

char* NS_SETUP_F = "NSsetupFile.tcl";//gpc created groupsetup file

FILE *outFile = fopen("out_gpc.txt","w");

void writeSimFile(int* simKey, char* name);

// Define class identifiers

const int MyGeneID=GPUserID;

const int MyGPID=GPUserID+1;

const int MyPopulationID=GPUserID+2;

E.2 The Gene class

class MyGene : public GPGene

{

public:

// Duplication (mandatory)

MyGene (const MyGene& gpo) : GPGene (gpo) { }

virtual GPObject& duplicate () { return *(new MyGene(*this)); }

// Creation of own class objects (mandatory)

MyGene (GPNode& gpo) : GPGene (gpo) {}

virtual GPGene* createChild (GPNode& gpo) {

return new MyGene (gpo); }

// Tree evaluation (not mandatory, but somehow the trees must be

// parsed to evaluate the fitness)
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double evaluate (int* simKey, int curGroup);

// Load and save (not mandatory)

MyGene () {}

virtual int isA () { return MyGeneID; }

virtual GPObject* createObject() { return new MyGene; }

// Access children (not mandatory)

MyGene* NthMyChild (int n) {

return (MyGene*) GPContainer::Nth (n); }

};

E.3 The Genetic Program class

class MyGP : public GP

{

public:

// Duplication (mandatory)

MyGP (MyGP& gpo) : GP (gpo) { }

virtual GPObject& duplicate () { return *(new MyGP(*this)); }

// Creation of own class objects (mandatory)

MyGP (int genes) : GP (genes) {}

virtual GPGene* createGene (GPNode& gpo) {

return new MyGene (gpo); }

// Tree evaluation (mandatory)

virtual void evaluate ();

virtual void rearrange (int* simKey);

// Load and save (not mandatory)

MyGP () {}

virtual int isA () { return MyGPID; }

virtual GPObject* createObject() { return new MyGP; }

// Access trees (not mandatory)

MyGene* NthMyGene (int n) {

return (MyGene*) GPContainer::Nth (n); }
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};

E.4 The Population class

class MyPopulation : public GPPopulation

{

public:

// Constructor (mandatory)

MyPopulation (GPVariables& GPVar_, GPAdfNodeSet& adfNs_) :

GPPopulation (GPVar_, adfNs_) {

}

// Duplication (mandatory)

MyPopulation (MyPopulation& gpo) : GPPopulation(gpo) {}

virtual GPObject& duplicate ()

{ return *(new MyPopulation(*this)); }

// Creation of own class objects (mandatory)

virtual GP* createGP (int numOfTrees)

{ return new MyGP (numOfTrees); }

// Load and save (not mandatory)

MyPopulation () {}

virtual int isA () { return MyPopulationID; }

virtual GPObject* createObject()

{ return new MyPopulation; }

// Access genetic programs (not mandatory)

MyGP* NthMyGP (int n) {

return (MyGP*) GPContainer::Nth (n); }

};
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E.5 The Evaluation

E.5.1 Evaluation of a gene

// This function evaluates the fitness of a genetic tree.

// Check:  1 node in 2 groups => penalty registration

double MyGene::evaluate (int* simKey, int curGroup)

{

double returnValue;

int myGroupId;

switch (node>value())

{

case SPLITTnoGROUP:

returnValue=NthMyChild(0)>evaluate(simKey, curGroup);

if(returnValue == 0.0) //cutoff

returnValue = NthMyChild(1)>evaluate(simKey, curGroup);

return returnValue;

case SPLITTandGROUP: // |

myGroupId = ++LARGESTGROUPID; // G

returnValue=NthMyChild(0)>evaluate (simKey,myGroupId); // / \

if(returnValue == 0.0) //cutoff

returnValue = NthMyChild(1)>evaluate(simKey,myGroupId);

return returnValue;

/*

case GROUP: // |

myGroupId = ++LARGESTGROUPID; // G

returnValue=NthMyChild(0)>evaluate (simKey,myGroupId); // |

*/

case ENDDUMMY:

return 0.0;

default:

if(node>value() > NUMNODES+NUMFUNCTIONS+DUMMY)

GPExitSystem ("MyGene::evaluate", "Undefined node value");

}
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//we have a endgene

//Check: 1 node in 2 groups => penalty

if (simKey[node>value()  NUMFUNCTIONS  DUMMY] != 0){

// return ONENODE_TWOGROUPS;

DOUBLEGROUPED++;

return 0.0;

}

//write the groupid for this endnode to simKey

simKey[node>value()  NUMFUNCTIONS  DUMMY] = curGroup;

return 0.0;

}

E.5.2 Evaluation of a genetic program

// Evaluate the fitness of a GP and save it into the class variable

// fitness.

// Check:  The tree might have been simulated before

// => put in same value

//  A node without a group is its own group

void MyGP::evaluate ()

{

int simKey[NUMNODES];

char sKey[NUMNODES*4];

double group_bandw[NUMNODES],

group_loss[NUMNODES],

group_result[NUMNODES];

int group_size[NUMNODES];

double tmpFitness = 0.0;

char* ns_argline;

int node_id, group_id;

float node_bandw, node_loss, node_result;

double group_value;

double video_bandw = VIDEO_BANDWITH; //for best videoquality

double one, two;

//array cleaning

for(int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++) {
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simKey[i] = 0;

group_bandw[i] = 0;

group_loss[i] = 0;

group_result[i]= 0;

group_size[i] = 0;

}

// Evaluate main tree

tmpFitness = NthMyGene(0)>evaluate(simKey, 0);

fprintf(outFile,"simKey:");

for (int i =0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

fprintf(outFile,"%i,",simKey[i]);

fprintf(outFile,"\n");

// tmpFitness must be 0 after traversing the tree

//  if not, it is not worth simulating

if(tmpFitness != 0) {

stdFitness = tmpFitness;

//cleanup

NUMGROUPS = 0;

fprintf(outFile,"no sim>%f\n",stdFitness);

return;

}

//To avoid two identical simulations, we rearrange

// the simKey and check it against a hash table.

rearrange (simKey);

//convert simKey to string

char* n = sKey;

if(NUMNODES < 10)

for (int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

n += sprintf(n, "%i", simKey[i]);

else if(NUMNODES < 100)

for (int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

n += sprintf(n, "%02i", simKey[i]);

else if(NUMNODES < 1000)

for (int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

n += sprintf(n, "%03i", simKey[i]);

else
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GPExitSystem ("MyGP::evaluate", "MyGP support up to 1000 nodes");

//check if this configuration already is simulated

struct hashEntry* tmp = lookup(sKey);

if(tmp != NULL) {

stdFitness = tmp>simValue;

//cleanup

LARGESTGROUPID = 0;

NUMGROUPS = 0;

//add aditional penaltys

while(DOUBLEGROUPED != 0){

stdFitness = stdFitness * 1.05;

DOUBLEGROUPED;

}

if(stdFitness < BEST_SIMVALUE) {

for(int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

BEST_SIMKEY[i] = simKey[i];

BEST_SIMVALUE = stdFitness;

}

fprintf(outFile,"no sim>%f\n",stdFitness);

return;

}

//write the simulation grouping configuration to file

writeSimFile(simKey,NS_SETUP_F);

//running NS2 with spesified topology and grouping

ns_argline = (char*)malloc(sizeof(char)*(strlen("ns ")

+strlen(NS_F)

+strlen(TOPOLOGY_F)

+strlen(NS_SETUP_F)));

sprintf(ns_argline, "ns %s %s %s", NS_F, TOPOLOGY_F, NS_SETUP_F);

try {

//system(ns_argline);

system("condor_submit condor_sub.cmd");

system("condor_wait condor.log");

//system("rm condor.log");
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} catch (...) {

fprintf(outFile,"error detected");

}

free(ns_argline);

//read the results from file

FILE *result_file = fopen("tmp_tfmccSim.txt","r");

//File format: recv_id,loss,bandwith,result

// bandwidth and loss is in kiloByte

for(int i = 0; i<NUMNODES; i++){

fscanf(result_file, "%i,%f,%f,%f",

&node_id, &node_bandw, &node_loss, &node_result);

group_id = simKey[node_id];

group_bandw[group_id] += node_bandw;

group_loss[group_id] += node_loss;

group_result[group_id] += node_result;

group_size[group_id] ++;

}

fclose(result_file);

//compute groupvalues

for(int i = 0; i<NUMGROUPS; i++) {

group_result[i] = group_result[i]/group_size[i];

}

//compute stdFitness

for(int i = 0; i<NUMGROUPS; i++)

stdFitness += group_result[i];

stdFitness = stdFitness/NUMGROUPS;

fprintf(outFile,"stdFitness:%f\n",stdFitness);

//record the simulation and the simulation result

install(sKey, stdFitness);

if(stdFitness < BEST_SIMVALUE) {

for(int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

BEST_SIMKEY[i] = simKey[i];

BEST_SIMVALUE = stdFitness;

}

//add penalty for every apeance by one node in more then one group
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while(DOUBLEGROUPED != 0){

stdFitness = stdFitness * 1.05;

DOUBLEGROUPED;

}

//reset global state variables before next GP

LARGESTGROUPID = 0;

NUMGROUPS = 0;

remove("tmp_tfmccSim.txt");

}

E.6 Supporting methods

void writeSimFile(int* simKey, char* name)

{

//all the nodes reported to the program are receivers.

// The source node must be in index 0 of the

// NS program, "$n(0)".

int lg = 0; //leading group, the highes group yet

char tail[5] = "0000"; //source identifyer (eg. source<tail>)

try{

remove("NSsetupFile.tcl");

}catch(...){}

FILE *NSf;

NSf = fopen(name,"w");

//file header

fprintf (NSf, "proc groupconfig {} {\n");

fprintf (NSf, " global end_sim start_sending \

start_listening n \n\n");

//Setup the first source

fprintf (NSf, " set source0000 \

[setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]\n");
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for(int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++) {

if(simKey[i]>lg) {

//Setup new source

lg ++;

sprintf(tail, "%04i", simKey[i]);

fprintf (NSf, " set source%s \

[setupTFMCC $start_sending $end_sim $n(0)]\n",tail);

}

sprintf(tail, "%04i", simKey[i]);

fprintf(NSf, " setupTFMCCSink \

$start_listening $end_sim $source%s $n(%i)\n",tail,i+1);

}

fprintf (NSf, "}\n");

fclose (NSf);

NUMGROUPS = lg+1;

}

//rearranges simKey[]

//  simKey shall name the groups in assending order. The first

// encountered groupid in simKey should therfore be 0. Every

// node (in the unarranged simKey) with groupid 0 are not

// assigned to a group and shold therfore get a new groupid

// (it is its own group).

void MyGP::rearrange (int* simKey)

{

int nextGroup = 0;

int tmp_maxGroup = LARGESTGROUPID +1; //the next free groupid

//give all nodes not assaigned to a group a own group number

for (int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

if(simKey[i] == 0)

simKey[i] = tmp_maxGroup ++;

//rename groups to be in assending order from 0

for (int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++) {

if(simKey[i] >= nextGroup) {

//this group will be renamed* to the lowest available groupid

// make the grouping konsistent with the new change

for(int j=i+1; j<NUMNODES; j++) {

if(simKey[j] == simKey[i]) //same group
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simKey[j] = nextGroup;

else if(simKey[j] == nextGroup) //same id different group

simKey[j] = simKey[i];

}

//*rename as stated above

simKey[i] = nextGroup ++;

}

}

}

E.7 The genepool

// Create function and terminal set

void createNodeSet (GPAdfNodeSet& adfNs)

{

char tmpName[15];

// Reserve space for the node sets

adfNs.reserveSpace (1);

// Now define the function and terminal set for each ADF and place

// function/terminal sets into overall ADF container

GPNodeSet& ns=*new GPNodeSet (NUMNODES + NUMFUNCTIONS + DUMMY);

adfNs.put (0, ns);

// Define functions/terminals and place them into the

// appropriate sets. Terminals take two arguments

// (value and name), functions three (the third parameter

// is the number of arguments the function has)

ns.putNode (*new GPNode (SPLITTnoGROUP, "SPLITTnoGROUP", 2));

ns.putNode (*new GPNode (SPLITTandGROUP, "SPLITTandGROUP", 2));

//ns.putNode (*new GPNode (GROUP, "GROUP", 1));

ns.putNode (*new GPNode (ENDDUMMY, "ENDDUMMY"));

for(int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++) {

sprintf(tmpName, "ENDNODE%d", i);

ns.putNode (*new GPNode (NODES[i], tmpName));

}

}
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E.8 Main

int main (int argc, char* argv[])

{

// Initialise the NODE[] array

if(argc != 4) {

cout << "Wrong number of arguments!\n"

<< "Usage: tcpf /number of receivers/ "

<< "/setup file/ /topology file/\n";

return 1;

}

NUMNODES = atoi(argv[1]);

NS_F = argv[2];

TOPOLOGY_F = argv[3];

NODES = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * NUMNODES);

for(int i = 0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

NODES[i] = i + NUMFUNCTIONS + DUMMY;

//allocate global var

BEST_SIMKEY = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * NUMNODES);

// Set up a newhandler, because we might need a

// lot of memory, and we don’t know it’s there.

set_new_handler (newHandler);

// Init GP system.

GPInit (1, 1);

// Read configuration file.

GPConfiguration config (cout, "tcpf.ini", configArray);

// Print the configuration

cout << cfg << endl;

// Create the adf function/terminal set and print it out.

GPAdfNodeSet adfNs;

createNodeSet (adfNs);

cout << adfNs << endl;
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// Open the main output file for the data and statistics file.

ofstream fout ("data.dat");

ofstream bout ("data.stc");

// Create a population with this configuration

cout << "Creating initial population ..." << endl;

MyPopulation* pop=new MyPopulation (cfg, adfNs);

cout << "run create()" << endl;

pop>create ();

cout << "Ok." << endl;

pop>createGenerationReport (1, 0, fout, bout);

cout << "initial createGenerationReport () done." << endl;

// This next for statement is the actual genetic programming

// system which is in essence just repeated reproduction

// and crossover loop through all the generations ...

MyPopulation* newPop=NULL;

for (int gen=1; gen<=cfg.NumberOfGenerations; gen++)

{

// Create a new generation from the old one by applying the

// genetic operators

if (!cfg.SteadyState)

newPop=new MyPopulation (cfg, adfNs);

cout << "MyPopulation::generate()" << endl;

pop>generate (*newPop);

cout << "MyPopulation::generate() done" << endl;

// Delete the old generation and make the new the old one

if (!cfg.SteadyState)

{

delete pop;

pop=newPop;

}

cout << "createGenerationReport()" << endl;

// Create a report of this generation and how well it is doing

pop>createGenerationReport (0, gen, fout, bout);

cout << "createGenerationReport() done" << endl;

}

writeSimFile(BEST_SIMKEY,"NSsetupFile_best.tcl");

fprintf(outFile,"\nBest grouping with simvalue %f is:\n"

,BEST_SIMVALUE);
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for(int i=0; i<NUMNODES; i++)

fprintf(outFile,"(node %i,group %i) ",i+1,BEST_SIMKEY[i]);

fprintf(outFile,"\n");

fprintf(outFile,"\nRun this configuration with:\n");

fprintf(outFile," > ns [nsTFMCC_pareto.tcl] \

[brite.tcl] NSsetupFile_best.tcl\n");

fclose(outFile);

return 0;

}
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Appendix F

Condor submit file

This file configures Condor to work with our GPC++ job.

####################

#

# Condor submit file for ns jobs

# run from gpc++

#

####################

# Use your own emailaddress for notify_user, e.g.:

notify_user = andrearn@ifi.uio.no

# Only receive email in case of job error.

notification = Error

# Program to run.

executable = /ifi/fenris/h12/andrearn/nsallinone2.26/bin/ns

# Universe without checkpointing for nonlinkable job

universe = vanilla

# Import user environment variables at the time of

# submission to Condor

getenv = True
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# If you don’t want the job to be limited to run on the same

# machine architecture as the submit machine, it must be

# specified in the reuirements command, e.g.

#Requirements = (Arch == "INTEL" && OpSys == "LINUX") || \

# (Arch == "SUN4u" && \

# (OpSys =="SOLARIS28" || OpSys == "SOLARIS29"))

# stdin, i.e. keyboard input. Script, not function.

#input = keyboard_input_script.m

# stdout, i.e. screen output.

output = out_condor_screen.txt

# stderr.

error = out_condor_errors.txt

# logfile for Condor activity

log = condor.log

# Choice of directory to start executable from (i.e. Condor does

# cd to initialdir prior to starting executable)

initialdir = /ifi/fenris/h12/andrearn

# Arguments to pass to the executable.

# can be script or function which must be on the path.

arguments = /ifi/fenris/h12/andrearn/nsTFMCC_pareto.tcl \

/ifi/fenris/h12/andrearn/Brite_f/briteTFMCC0.brite_NS.tcl \

/ifi/fenris/h12/andrearn/NSsetupFile.tcl

queue
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Running the simulation

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <iostream>

#include <exception>

//To make the hole proses cleaner, the different programs

// and files involved in the simulation is handeled

// from this script

void print_error (){

printf("usage: friendly [n n] [s file] [t file] [h]\n");

printf("\tn: ’n’ is the number of receivernodes in simulation\n");

printf("\ts: gives the NS setupfile\n");

printf("\tt: gives the topologyfile\n");

printf("\th: prints this info\n");

exit(0);

}

int main (int argc, char* argv[])

{

int receivers; //Number of receivers to be used in simulation

char* nsTFMCC_tcl; //Main simulation setup

char* briteTopology_tcl; //Sets up topology/connects the nodes

char* tcpf_argline;
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//default values:

receivers = 14;

nsTFMCC_tcl = "nsTFMCC_pareto.tcl";

briteTopology_tcl = "brite.tcl";

char* tmp;

if(argc != 1){ //arguments has been given

for(int i = 1; argv[i] != NULL; i++){

tmp = argv[i];

if(tmp[0] != ’’)

print_error();

char y = tmp[1];

switch(y) {

case ’n’:

i++;

receivers = atoi(argv[i]);

break;

case ’s’:

i++;

nsTFMCC_tcl = argv[i];

break;

case ’t’:

i++;

briteTopology_tcl = argv[i];

break;

case ’h’:

print_error();

default:

printf("Argument not recogniced:%s\n",argv[i]);

print_error();

}

}

}

//running gpc++ based program for evelutionary selection

// of the best simulation

tcpf_argline = (char*)malloc(sizeof("tcpf ")+sizeof(receivers)

+sizeof(nsTFMCC_tcl)+sizeof(briteTopology_tcl));

sprintf(tcpf_argline, "tcpf %i %s %s",

receivers, nsTFMCC_tcl, briteTopology_tcl);
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try{

system(tcpf_argline);

}catch (exception& e)

{

cout << e.what() << endl;

exit(1);

}

printf("\nThe variables used:\n > tcpf %i %s %s\n",

receivers, nsTFMCC_tcl, briteTopology_tcl);

exit(0);

}


